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Reference: 20230545 
 
 
13 February 2024 
 
 
T Murray 
fyi-request-24983-92b93a0b@requests.fyi.org.nz 
 
 
Dear T Murray,  
 
Thank you for your Official Information Act request, received on 1 December 2023. You 
requested the following: 

Re your new Ministers: 
Hon Nicola Willis - Minister of Finance, Minister for Public Service Hon David 
Seymour - Associate Minister of Finance, Minister for Regulation Hon Shane 
Jones - Associate Minister of Finance, Minister for Regional Development Hon 
Chris Bishop - Associate Minister of Finance, Minister for Infrastructure 
 
I would like to request the following information regarding your new Ministers:  
The date, time and location of your initial meeting with the new Ministers for your 
department; A list of attendees at this meeting The cost of any flights and 
accommodation for staff who reside outside of wellington to attend this meeting 
Any documentation provided at the meeting All notes (including handwritten 
notes) taken at the meeting by department staff; A copy of any emails sent by 
department attendees or all staff communications regarding the meeting with the 
new Ministers. 

 
On 17 January 2024, Treasury extended the time limit on the time required to complete 
the request by 15 working days.  

Information being released 

Please find enclosed the following documents: 

Item Date Document Description Decision 

1.  18 December 2023  Details of Initial Meetings with New 
Ministers 

Release in full  

2.  24 November 2023  Slide Pack: Briefing to the Incoming 
Finance Minister – Economic and 
Fiscal Context 

Release in full  

3.  30 November 2023 Slide Pack: Introductory Meeting for 
Infrastructure 

Release in part  

4.  30 November 2023  Slide Pack: Meeting with the Minister 
for Regulation 

Release in full  
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I have decided to release the relevant parts of the documents listed above, subject to 
information being withheld under the following sections of the Official Information Act, 
as applicable:  

• section 9(2)(f)(iv) – to maintain the current constitutional conventions protecting 
the confidentiality of advice tendered by Ministers and officials, 

• section 9(2)(i) – to enable the Crown to carry out commercial activities without 
prejudice or disadvantage, and, 

• section 9(2)(j) – to enable the Crown to negotiate without prejudice or 
disadvantage.  

 
Information publicly available 

The following information is also covered by your request and is publicly available on 
the Treasury website: 

Item Date Document Description Website Address 

5.   24 November 2023  Briefings to Incoming Ministers Briefings to incoming ministers | 
The Treasury New Zealand 

 
Accordingly, I have refused your request for the documents listed in the above table 
under section 18(d) of the Official Information Act, as the information requested is or 
will soon be publicly available. 

Some relevant information may been removed from documents listed in the above 
table and should continue to be withheld under the Official Information Act, on the 
grounds described in the documents. 

Please note that this letter (with your personal details removed) and enclosed 
documents may be published on the Treasury website. 

This reply addresses the information you requested. You have the right to ask the 
Ombudsman to investigate and review my decision.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
Reubhan Swann 
Manager, Office of the Secretary  

https://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/corporate-documents/briefings-incoming-ministers
https://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/corporate-documents/briefings-incoming-ministers
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Treasury:4373398v1 IN-CONFIDENCE 1 

Minister Date / Time Location Treasury Attendees Cost of flights 
and 

accommodation 

Documentation 
provided 

Notes Emails sent by 
department attendees 
regarding the meeting 

Hon. 
Nicola 
Willis 

24 November 
2023 at 3pm 

Treasury 
Office 

Dr. Caralee McLiesh, Secretary of 
the Treasury and Andrew 
Rutledge, Director Office of the 
Secretary  

N/A Finance BIM, Fiscal 
context slides 

No 
notes 

No emails 

Hon. 
David 
Seymour 

30 November 
2023 at 
13:15pm 

Executive 
Wing, 
Beehive 

Dr. Caralee McLiesh, Secretary of 
the Treasury and James Beard, 
Deputy Secretary 
Macroeconomics and Growth 

N/A Regulation BIM, 
Regulation BIM Slides, 
Finance BIM, Fiscal 
context slides 

No 
notes 

No emails 

Hon. 
Shane 
Jones 

12 December 
2023 at 
12:30pm 

Minster 
Jones’ 
Office 

Dr. Caralee McLiesh, Secretary of 
the Treasury, Struan Little, 
Deputy Secretary Budget and 
Public Services and Leilani Frew, 
Deputy Secretary Financial and 
Commercial  

N/A Finance BIM. Fiscal 
context slides 

No 
notes 

No emails  

Hon. 
Chris 
Bishop 

30 November 
2023 at 
1:15pm  

Executive 
Wing, 
Beehive 

Dr. Caraless McLeish, Secretary of 
the Treasury, Leilani Frew, 
Deputy Secretary Financial and 
Commercial, Chris Chapman, 
Financing, Infrastructure and 
Urban Development 

N/A Infrastructure BIM, 
Infrastructure BIM 
Slides, Finance BIM, 
Fiscal Context Slides  

No 
notes  

No emails  
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Finance Minister

Economic and Fiscal Context
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Purpose and contents of this briefing
The purpose of this briefing is to support your early engagements with the Treasury. It sets out the Treasury’s view on New 
Zealand’s economic and fiscal context, including some of the key policy issues you will likely grapple with. It is intended to 
provide context for subsequent, more detailed conversations between you and the Treasury. We are ready to provide advice 
on these, and other topics.

While New Zealand’s economy and public finances have performed well in recent decades, New Zealand has incurred 
significant costs in responding to a series of recent shocks. Unwinding current macroeconomic imbalances and restoring 
fiscal sustainability, while addressing New Zealand’s structural challenges and making the most of available opportunities, will
require complex choices and prioritisation.

The Treasury is ready to brief you in more detail on these issues, and on your Government’s priorities, including your first 100
days.
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Summary

SECTION 1
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Macroeconomic and fiscal restraint is needed

Sustainable fiscal policy is important for supporting economic performance and providing the 
public services that New Zealanders expect. As a small open economy vulnerable to external 
shocks and natural disasters New Zealand needs to retain a large buffer for emergencies.

New Zealand’s net public debt remains low by international standards but has been rising over 
recent years (Figure 1). While the level of debt is currently not significantly impacting New Zealand’s 
economic performance, resilience, or wider living standards, fiscal policy has been contributing to 
recent excess demand pressures in the economy.

Moreover, current spending exceeds current revenues. The Treasury estimates much of this gap is 
structural, reflecting a mix of short and long-term drivers. Long-term pressures such as 
demographics and climate change are being felt now, and finance costs have increased. A 
substantial fiscal consolidation is required to bring revenue and expenses back into balance and 
support fiscal sustainability, while also supporting monetary policy to bring inflation back into the 
target range.

The New Zealand economy has entered a period of slow growth in response to tighter monetary 
policy necessary to tackle inflation, and other economic headwinds such as slower global growth 
(Figure 2). The outlook is for the Official Cash Rate to remain around current levels for some time, 
for low growth to persist through the coming year, unemployment to rise somewhat, and inflation 
and the current account deficit to decline. 

Responsible fiscal management is central to New Zealand’s prosperity

Given heightened levels of uncertainty globally, a strong Government commitment to preserving 
medium to long term fiscal sustainability, while maintaining sufficient space for prudent investment 
and closing infrastructure gaps, is critical for New Zealand's economic prosperity.

The integrity of the Government’s commitment to fiscal sustainability depends on the strength of 
the institutions that support it. The Public Finance Act 1989 (PFA), and its principles of responsible 
fiscal management have underpinned New Zealand’s strong fiscal performance over recent 
decades.

The Treasury has identified further opportunities to improve the public finance, investment and 
regulatory management systems in ways that would strengthen decision making across the public 
sector, deliver better value for money and increase public sector productivity. 

These systems will also need to be sufficiently flexible to adapt to changes in New Zealand society 
such as population aging, technological change, and evolving household structures, as well as 
changing geopolitics, economic shocks and climate change. 
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Figure 1: New Zealand’s net public debt remains 
low, but has been increasing
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(32 countries)
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The economic and fiscal situation will 
be challenging over 2024

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook October 2023. 
Data for 2023 (and 2022 for some countries) are IMF estimates.
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inflation is expected to decline 
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Source: The Treasury; Pre-election Economic and Fiscal Update 2023
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A return to surplus is a key fiscal commitment…

On balance, the Treasury recommends prioritising a return to surplus in 2026/27 at the latest. Such an 
objective would send a clear signal of the Government’s commitment to responsible economic and 
fiscal management. It would support monetary policy to lower inflation, and higher government 
saving will also contribute to narrowing the current account deficit. Moreover, making early 
consolidation progress would help address structural expense pressures and increase flexibility 
should a further shock hit the economy. 

Achieving such a target while delivering the 100-day plan and wider policy programme will require a 
sustained programme of work sequenced over the Parliamentary term. The Treasury recommends 
that the programme focus on:

• Creating fiscal space sufficient to fund Government commitments and the return to surplus.

• Orienting government to prioritise tight fiscal discipline and continuously improve value for 
money.

Securing a return to surplus in 2026/27 will require significant effort to constrain new spending, 
reduce current expenditure, and increase revenue. Collective ownership through Cabinet leadership 
and a culture of fiscal discipline, supported by robust institutional settings, will need to be a key focus. 
Ministers will need to consider how best to balance taking decisive action early to set a tone, with the 
need to sequence change across the term and manage impacts on services and infrastructure 
performance.

…alongside measures to lift growth, resilience and living standards

An economic strategy, complementing the fiscal strategy, will set a clear direction for the public and 
private sector to work together.

The Treasury has identified the following priorities for lifting New Zealand’s productivity, resilience 
and living standards:

• Strengthening the business environment.

• Building human capability.

• Strengthening global connectivity and enhancing our economic security. 

• Adapting to climate change whilst enabling a low emissions transition.

Creating an environment that is conducive to innovation and high-quality investment, including in 
infrastructure, will be key to positioning New Zealand to respond to emerging trends and 
opportunities in ways that lift long-term economic performance and deliver better outcomes for all 
New Zealanders.
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A clear economic and fiscal strategy will 
create a strong base for growth
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Figure 4: New Zealand’s productivity has lagged 
other developed countries 
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Figure 3: A return to surplus in 2026/27 will require 
tight control of revenue and expenses
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Source: New Zealand Productivity Commission based on OECD data. 
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New Zealand 
faces some 

longstanding 
challenges for 

living 
standards…

Low productivity

Labour productivity, capital 
intensity and income are all low 

in New Zealand, relative to 
comparable countries.

International connections

New Zealand’s international 
connectivity in terms of investment, 

trade, and absorption of ideas is 
relatively low.

Student achievement

Student achievement is 
declining and will exacerbate 

intergenerational disadvantage 
and inhibit productivity growth. 

Housing affordability

Housing affordability is among 
the worst in OECD, creating 
pressure on households and 
distorting investment flows.

…while we 
navigate the 

effects of global 
mega-trends…

Climate change

We are already bearing the costs 
of changing weather patterns. 

We must ensure we are prepared 
for and resilient to future climate 

change, while continuing to 
transition to a low-emissions 

economy. 

Demographic change

Global population trends are 
diverging. In New Zealand, the 

population is aging and changing 
in ethnic composition. This is set 

against increasing expectations of 
the quality of service in areas like 
health (including mental health) 

and education.

Technological change

The shift towards services and 
technological change, including 

the emergence of Artificial 
Intelligence, presents new paths 

to prosperity, but also risks to 
social cohesion and security. 

Innovations will change how we 
work, and the skills society needs.

Geopolitical change

A new era of great power 
rivalry is underway that 
suggests a less benign 

environment for New Zealand. 
This includes significant risks 

to the rules-based 
international order that 

underpins our participation in 
the global economy.

6

…but there are 
significant 

opportunities for 
us to seize. 

Growth and diversification of 
trade can present new 

economic opportunities, build 
supply chain resilience, and 
support the transition to a 

lower-emissions economy.

Improving market and 
infrastructure settings and 

maintaining up-to-date and well-
performing regulatory systems 
can give firms more confidence 
to invest, innovate and grow.

A skilled and adaptable 
workforce that enables 

technological diffusion and 
innovation can boost 

productivity and improve 
sustainability. Increasing 

the skills of the labour force can 
also lift living standards.

Improving policy settings can 
help build an economy that is 

better prepared for shocks and 
the physical impacts of climate 
change and allow us to take up 

opportunities.

New Zealand also must address the challenges & opportunities of a 
changing world
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Economic and fiscal 
assessment

SECTION 2
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The New Zealand economy has delivered higher incomes over the 
last thirty years 
As outlined in the Treasury’s Wellbeing report, life in New Zealand has 
improved in many ways over the past twenty years

Improvements in New Zealand’s infrastructure, institutions and economy have delivered many 
benefits. Compared to past generations, New Zealanders are healthier, have higher incomes and 
are better educated. We enjoy very clean air, strong relationships, high life satisfaction and have a 
relatively high level of social cohesion and trust in one another.

However, New Zealand performs worse than other developed nations in areas such as rental 
housing affordability and mental health. There are also large differences in wellbeing within New 
Zealand, with New Zealand performing worse on wellbeing for children and young people. The 
lower wellbeing of young people is particularly important for Māori and Pacific Peoples, two 
groups with lower average wellbeing and younger age profiles. We have also seen declining 
achievement among school students as measured by international surveys, and there are 
concerns about some aspects of our natural capital, such as the quality of rivers and drinking 
water. 

New Zealand’s income growth has outperformed the OECD median 
since the late 1990s

New Zealand’s per capita income growth has been supported by labour productivity growth, an 
increasing share of the population in employment and a high terms of trade.

The latter two drivers have seen income growth exceed the OECD median, despite labour 
productivity growth slowing over this period (Figure 5).

However, the level of economic output and income per capita continues to lag our OECD peers 
(Figure 6). New Zealand’s labour productivity is below the top half of the OECD average. And 
while incomes have increased overall, incomes are lower for certain groups (including Māori and 
Pacific people, people of Middle Eastern, Latin American or African ethnicity, sole parents, and 
people living alone).

Looking ahead, some of the past contributions to income growth may not be replicated, or at least 
not to the same extent. Labour utilisation is already high relative to most OECD countries 
(although further gains could come from reducing underutilisation in the labour market, 
particularly for females). The increasingly fragmented global environment may limit the potential 
for ongoing gains in the terms of trade.

Increasing productivity will be critical to drive future gains in living standards. While income is not 
the sole determinant of living standards, the ability to fund public services and institutions, invest
in infrastructure and preserve the natural environment all depend on the economy performing 
well.
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Figure 6: Economic output and income per capita 
lags our OECD peers

Real GDP per
capita

Real GNI per
capita

Real GDP per
hour worked

Source: The Treasury. Gross National Income, shown in the charts above, measures the 
total income of all residents within a territory. It captures income from domestic 
production (GDP), plus changes in income from movements in export and import prices 
(terms of trade gains) and net international income (such as net interest payments to 
non-residents).
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Figure 5: New Zealand’s income growth has 
outperformed the OECD median since the late 1990s

Net international
income

Terms of trade
impacts

Hours worked per
capita

Labour productivity
(GDP per hour
worked)

Total growth in real
GNI per capita

Source: Treasury analysis 
based on OECD data
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New Zealand’s fiscal performance has improved since the 1980s 
but fiscal headwinds are already here 

After a period of fiscal stress in the 1980s and early 1990s, 
governments reduced debt and built fiscal buffers

Through the 1970s and 1980s, the New Zealand government accumulated large 
quantities of debt, that eventually put pressure on fiscal sustainability. Since then, 
successive Governments undertook significant fiscal consolidation (Figure 7). Lower 
levels of government debt and a stronger Crown balance sheet have reduced the 
need to react sharply to shocks and lowered the risk premium in interest rates.

The building of fiscal buffers was supported by legislative changes to orient fiscal 
policy around medium-term sustainability and require transparent reporting of the 
Government’s finances.

As a result, the Government has been in a better position to provide support to the 
economy through a range of economic shocks and natural disasters, while still 
maintaining a sound fiscal position.

In order to form a judgement on the prudent level of debt, the Treasury seeks to 
determine the maximum level at which debt can be stabilised, while still 
accommodating an allowance for shocks and investment. These assessments evolve 
through time in response to changing factors, such as interest rates or growth. Our 
current recommendation is for a ceiling of net debt of 30% of GDP. This ceiling 
retains headroom for shocks. 

Long-term challenges and more frequent shocks are likely to 
put increasing pressure on public finances

Demographic, climate and geopolitical changes present challenges to New 
Zealand’s public finances. Already, gross New Zealand Superannuation costs have 
increased from 4.6% of GDP in 2011/12 to 5.0% of GDP in 2022/23 and are 
forecast to rise to 5.4% in 2026/27. Weather-related events such as Cyclone 
Gabrielle are increasing in frequency. In addition, New Zealand is exposed to a very 
high level of risk from its natural environment. Lloyd’s, the insurance marketplace, 
assesses New Zealand as having the second-highest risk of annual losses in the 
world, behind Bangladesh and ahead of Japan.

The 2021 Long Term Fiscal Statement illustrated that at historic rates and policy 
settings, New Zealand’s core Crown expenditure will significantly outpace revenue 
over coming decades (Figure 8). The most significant spending pressures come 
from a combination of healthcare and NZ Superannuation.

Taken together, these imply a need for strong prioritisation and a focus on value for 
money in order to maintain medium-term fiscal sustainability.
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Figure 7: Following fiscal stress in the 1980s and 1990s 
governments restored fiscal buffers
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Figure 8: Following historical trends, expenses are 
projected to outpace revenue
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Source: The Treasury

Source: The Treasury
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A strong government balance sheet has buffered New Zealand  
through recent shocks
New Zealand has recovered strongly from the COVID-19 
pandemic…

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic generated a historic contraction in GDP, but the 
economy quickly recovered and then exceeded pre-pandemic activity levels. The 
unemployment rate fell to a historical low of 3.2% in the December 2021 quarter. New 
Zealand’s GDP growth has outpaced that of many other advanced economies since the 
beginning of the pandemic (Figure 9).

The economic recovery was underpinned by the public health response to the pandemic, 
together with large-scale monetary and fiscal policy measures, which supported high rates 
of employment.

…but the Government incurred significant costs…

As a result of the size of fiscal policy measures, New Zealand’s public debt increased at a 
faster rate than in most other countries (Figure 10). Between 2019 and 2023, the IMF 
estimates that New Zealand’s government net debt increased by 18% of GDP, compared 
with a 4% increase for the average advanced economy. The fiscal impacts of the North 
Island Weather Events (NIWE) has added to debt in 2023 and will continue to do so over 
coming years.

Finance costs increased from a recent low of $1.9 billion in 2020/21 to $6.6 billion in 
2022/23 reflecting both higher debt and interest rates.

Nevertheless, New Zealand’s debt remains low relative to other advanced economies. The 
average government debt among advanced economies in 2023 was 47% of GDP, 
compared with 24% for New Zealand.

While there is uncertainty about explicit and implicit risks, particularly in the context of 
more frequent weather events and a more volatile global environment, the Crown balance 
sheet continues to have significant resilience and flexibility to respond to future 
events. However, retaining this buffer requires the OBEGAL deficit to be reduced.

… and economic imbalances have emerged

The combination of relatively strong growth alongside domestic and international supply 
constraints, has resulted in demand in the New Zealand economy exceeding its productive 
capacity.

The resulting excess demand has contributed to high inflation and a large current account 
deficit (exacerbated by the international spill-overs from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine). Some 
temporary factors have also contributed to the current account deficit, including the impact 
of COVID-related border closures on tourism and international education exports. 10
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Figure 9: New Zealand's GDP growth exceeded many other 
advanced economies since the beginning of the pandemic

Figure 10: New Zealand's net debt as a percentage of GDP has 
increased more than most other advanced economies since 2019
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Expenses have outgrown revenue in recent years

Core Crown expenditure was recently at a multi-decade high…

Core Crown expenses averaged about 30% of GDP between 1993/94 and 2018/19 but 
have grown sharply in the wake of the pandemic, peaking at around 35% in 2021/22 
before falling back to about 32% last year (Figure 11). Between 2018/19 and 2022/23, the 
increase in nominal Core Crown expenses (47% growth) exceeded the increase in nominal 
GDP (27% growth).

While some of this expenditure was temporary (e.g., the responses to the COVID-19 
pandemic and the severe NIWE in 2023), core Crown expenses as a percentage of GDP 
are forecast to remain above the previous long-term average throughout the forecast 
period (31% of GDP in 2026/27). Compared with pre-COVID levels, social security and 
welfare (including New Zealand Superannuation), health and finance costs are all forecast 
to be higher.

…outstripping the rise in revenue

Core Crown tax revenue has been rising as a percentage of GDP since 2012/13, peaking 
recently in 2021/22. This was due both to policy changes and income growth. Wage 
growth has resulted in a greater proportion of income being taxed at higher personal tax 
rates. The strong economic recovery from COVID-19, including high inflation, also 
supported higher nominal tax revenue, particularly from corporate and other persons. 
Looking forward, tax revenue is forecast to increase to 30% of GDP by 2026/27 on 
unchanged policy.

The net result of these movements in expenses and revenue and after stripping out large 
“one-off” expenditures and adjusting for the economic cycle, is that the government is 
currently running a structural OBEGAL deficit of around 2% of GDP. 

PREFU forecast assumes extended period of tight fiscal 
management

Real Government consumption, which excludes benefit payments (including New Zealand 
Superannuation), is forecast to fall from 21% of GDP in 2022/23 to 19% by 2026/27 (Figure 
12). This decline is similar in size to the decrease seen in the early-mid 1990s but over a 
shorter timeframe.

While some of this decline will reflect the wind down of remaining COVID-19 and cyclone-
related programmes, it is also a function of the lower Budget allowances assumed over the 
forecast period. Lower allowances will require prioritisation by the Government, such as 
scaling or stopping existing programmes, and driving efficiencies. 

This will be occurring at the same time as demographic change will increase fiscal 
pressures, with population aging increasing superannuation costs and demand for health 
services. 11
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Non-departmental spending has been the main driver of rising 
expenses 
Rising expenditure reflects strong growth in non-departmental 
expenses, including to address cost pressures

Core Crown expenses have risen as a percentage of GDP by around 4.4 percentage 
points between 2016/17 and 2022/23 (Figure 13). Growth was driven by increased 
spending in Social Security and Welfare, Health and other components of core Crown 
expenditure – such as transport and communications, housing and community 
development, and environmental protection.

Total Crown (core Crown plus Crown Entities and State-Owned Enterprises) expenses 
grew by around 83% in nominal terms or by around 5 percentage points to 41% as a 
share of GDP, between 2016/17 and 2022/23. This reflects a large increase in non-
departmental spending, such as $5.3 billion for the Families Package in the 100-Day 
Plan / Budget 2018, and $11.1 billion for health system cost pressures and overhaul in 
Budget 2022.

A significant portion of increased operating expenses was to address cost pressures. 
Cost pressure spending as a percentage of Budget allowances ranged between 50% 
and almost 90% between Budgets 2018 and 2023 (noting this excludes a number of 
other new spending initiatives funded through the CRRF and CERF).

Wage and salary costs make up just under a quarter of total 
Crown expenses.

Figure 14 shows that the greatest increase in total Crown expenses, both as a 
percentage increase compared to 2016/17 expenditure and total, is in non-
departmental spending. Non-departmental spending covers a range of core public 
services, such as health and education services and infrastructure investment.

A more detailed analysis of personnel costs and FTE numbers indicate that, though 
there has been growth in costs and total FTEs, as a proportion of total Crown expenses 
these costs remain steady. Core Crown and Crown Entity personnel costs increased by 
56% between 2016/17 and 2022/23, from $23.5 billion in 2016/17 to an estimated 
$36.8 billion in 2022/23. Employment in the core public service (excluding non-
departmental agencies) grew from approximately 47,000 FTEs in 2016/17 to just over 
63,000 in 2022/23. 

As a percentage of total Crown expenses, this spend remains relatively steady, making 
up 23.8% of total Crown expenses in 2016/17 and estimated to make up 22.7% in 
2022/23. Compared to total Crown expense growth in figure 14, increases in wage and 
salary costs are a contributing but not a disproportionate cause of the increase in total 
Crown expenses over the past few years. 

Figure 13: Welfare, health and a range of other areas have driven 
the increase in expenses

2022/23 actual
(% of GDP)

Change since 
2016/17 (ppt of 

GDP)

Core Crown expenses 32.2% 4.4

Of which:

Social security and welfare 10.5% 1.3

New Zealand Superannuation 4.9% 0.2
Other 5.6% 1.1

Health 7.2% 1.3

Education 4.6% -0.2

Core government services 1.7% 0.3

Finance costs 1.7% 0.4

Law and order 1.6% 0.1

Other core Crown 5.0% 1.3

Note: numbers may not add to total due to rounding

Source: The Treasury
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The economy faces global and domestic headwinds

The global environment create risks and uncertainties…

Global growth has slowed as high inflation has weighed on activity and central 
banks have tightened monetary policy. Growth, although varied across countries, 
is expected to be lower in 2023 and 2024 than it was last year as the global 
economy rebounded from the pandemic (Figure 15a). The US has been one of 
the better performers with positive revisions to growth forecasts this year, while 
China has experienced downgrades.

Compared with six months ago, global interest rates have moved higher, and 
current market-implied expectations of policy interest rates show a “higher for 
longer” picture. This reflects expectations that inflation, while easing, is mostly 
expected to be above target until 2025.

Economic fragmentation and heightened geopolitical tensions (such as the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine) add to uncertainties about the future and reinforce 
weak medium-term growth prospects. Since 2018, globally, the number of trade 
and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) restrictions has increased three-fold, and FDI 
flows are increasingly concentrated among geopolitically aligned countries 
particularly in strategic sectors.

…which could amplify domestic drivers of slow growth

These external headwinds are weighing on New Zealand’s export prices and the 
terms of trade. At the same time, the domestic economy has been weighed down 
by the effects of high inflation (which erodes real spending power), higher 
interest rates and reduced household wealth from lower house prices. A sharp 
turnaround in migration and a rebound in inbound tourism are providing some 
offset.

Slower growth for a period of time will help reduce inflation and ensure 
macroeconomic stability. But it will also likely see unemployment rise further over 
the year ahead and weigh on Crown revenues. The current account deficit is also 
expected to narrow as trade flows rebalance alongside slower domestic activity 
and services exports return toward pre-pandemic levels.

The pace of this rebalancing will be a key to short-term economic performance. 
Further monetary policy tightening could be required if inflation is more 
persistent than expected.

Figure 15: Global recovery from the pandemic is slow and uneven 
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Figure 16: Significant rebalancing is still required  
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Deeper international connections could boost our productivity 
performance
New Zealand’s productivity performance is lacklustre

Since the 1970s, New Zealand has had a low level of labour productivity and low rate of 
labour productivity growth relative to other OECD countries (Figure 17).

Furthermore, New Zealand’s rate of productivity growth has gradually slowed over time, as 
it has globally. New Zealand achieved average labour productivity growth of 1.4% per year 
between 1993 to 2013, but only 0.3% annual productivity growth in the 10 years from 2013 
to 2023.

The causes of New Zealand’s lagging labour productivity include economic geography 
(New Zealand’s small size and remoteness), low capital intensity, and our slow adoption of 
productivity-enhancing innovation from the global frontier.

Raising New Zealand’s productivity performance will require a wide range of actions, 
including enhancing human capability, strengthening international connections, improving 
infrastructure settings and maintaining up-to-date and well-performing regulatory systems 
to give firms more confidence to invest and innovate.

International connections are weak

As a uniquely small and remote advanced economy, openness and global connectedness 
allows New Zealand to overcome our geographical distance from international markets, 
specialise in areas of comparative advantage and better achieve economies of scale. 
International connections also facilitate access to capital, competitively priced goods and 
services, skilled labour, networks and technology. 

Exporting firms are typically more productive, and successful exporters tend to support an 
ecosystem of smaller businesses supplying complementary products or inputs. Imports 
deliver value to New Zealand consumers and producers and increase competition in our 
otherwise small market.

New Zealand’s policy settings are generally open, but this has not translated to strong 
international connectivity. In 2021, New Zealand’s trade as a percentage of GDP was 48%, 
lower than many other small open economies, and below the OECD average of 56% 
(Figure 18). The stock of foreign direct investment (both inward and outward) is also low, 
and there has been limited integration into global supply chains.

Reflecting New Zealand’s persistent current account deficit, New Zealand is highly 
dependent on foreign flows of capital so ensuring the policy settings are right in this area is 
critical. FDI tends to more stable and less prone to sharp market driven movements.

Growth and diversification of trade across goods and services and markets can also present 
new economic opportunities, while also contributing to enhancing our economic security.
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open economy
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Figure 17: New Zealand’s productivity has lagged 
other developed countries 
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It is critical to increase student achievement and boost the supply 
of affordable housing 
Student achievement has declined

While the New Zealand compulsory school system is still strong by international 
standards, growing numbers of children are reaching age 15 without basic levels of 
literacy and numeracy. Further, the performance of New Zealand students in 
international assessments of maths, science and reading has declined over the past 
two decades (Figure 19).

Improving student achievement is important to raising skills, improving labour market 
outcomes and lifting living standards. This is especially important as New Zealand’s 
jobs are continuing to shift into the service sector, where high-paying jobs require 
high skill levels. Improving the performance of the education system is also a key 
element in building a skilled and adaptable workforce that can drive technological 
diffusion and innovation.

Improvements in education can also provide long-term wellbeing benefits for young 
people, including through persistent effects on physical and mental health.

While a range of explanations for educational attainment decline have been put 
forward, including drivers both within and outside the education system, teachers and 
schools are central.

Housing affordability is poor

Over the past decade consents of new dwellings have increased, but housing 
affordability remains very poor in New Zealand. Compared with OECD countries, New 
Zealand has had the highest increase in real house prices since 2000 and rental 
affordability remains a challenge, with 1 in 4 households that are renting spending 
more than 40% of their disposable income on housing costs.

High prices can amplify the impact of housing cycles on the macroeconomy, 
increasing levels of household indebtedness and impacting macroeconomic stability.

Low interest rates combined with restrictions on urban expansion and intensification 
are key drivers of house price growth. The favourable tax treatment of capital gains 
from housing can also contribute. Low rental affordability contributes to high demand 
for government housing supports, with over $5 billion spent on support and other 
initiatives per year. Unaffordable and unhealthy homes also have wider social impacts, 
including on health and education outcomes.

Barriers to urban growth reduce productivity by limiting the agglomeration benefits of 
people and firms being close and by preventing workers from moving to more 
productive areas.

.

The Māori economy is growing rapidly

The Māori economy – made up of individuals, small and medium enterprises, 
iwi businesses, trusts and post-settlement entities among others – has seen 
growth faster than the rest of the economy and represented 6.8% of national 
GDP in 2018.

Exporting plays a significant role in the Māori economy. This has seen it benefit 
in recent years from high global commodity prices, but also make it vulnerable 
to trade disruptions, as seen by the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on Māori 
tourism businesses. Concentration in land-based primary industries also make 
the Māori economy vulnerable to the effects of climate change.

Māori are gaining qualifications at a faster rate than the total population, and 
there is a growing proportion of Māori in higher-skilled employment, but 
educational achievement metrics still fall short of those for the general 
population. Māori also have lower-than-average rates of home ownership 
which, along with differences in lenders’ treatment of Māori jointly-owned land, 
have made it more difficult for Māori businesses to access capital for business 
development.

Building on recent gains has the potential to increase sustainable and 
productive economic growth, including better intergenerational outcomes for 
Māori.
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student assessments has been declining
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Key policy issue #1: 
delivering fiscal 
sustainability

SECTION 3
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Credible fiscal commitments are key to 
responsible fiscal policy

The fiscal strategy

New Zealand’s fiscal frameworks require governments to 
set a fiscal strategy that adheres to principles of responsible 
fiscal management. 

The following rules were introduced in 2022:

The operating balance before gains and losses 
(OBEGAL) should average between 0-2% across 
the long-run

Net debt should remain below a 30% of GDP 
ceiling

These rules were aimed at ensuring that over time 
operating expenses do not add to net debt as a share of 
GDP, providing fiscal space for high-quality capital 
investment and ensuring a sufficient fiscal buffer for any 
future shocks.

The three dimensions of fiscal policy

Sustainability

Are sound public 
finances, stable and 
predictable taxation 

rates and expenditure 
programs effectively 

supporting higher living 
standards?

Stability

Is the fiscal strategy 
helping to make 

economic cycles less 
pronounced, where 

appropriate?

Structure

How does the 
composition of 

expenditure and taxation 
impact living standards?

New Zealand’s fiscal framework is underpinned by the PFA which provides the core legislative 
framework within which the Government can borrow or spend public money. The PFA also sets 
out the principles of responsible fiscal management which promote sound fiscal policy and fiscal 
transparency.

The Treasury recommends a return to surplus in 2026/27
New Zealand has a strong track record over successive governments of responding effectively to 
deteriorations in the fiscal position and maintaining sound public finances. This record and New 
Zealand’s strong fiscal frameworks support market and rating agency confidence in New 
Zealand’s long-term fiscal sustainability, thereby supporting growth. The erosion of these 
frameworks, (e.g., through repeated delays in returning to operating surplus) could undermine 
this confidence and impose costs on the economy.

In the absence of any unexpected events or significant negative economic shocks, there is an “on 
balance” case for the Government committing to a return to surplus in 2026/27 at the latest. This 
would see government debt remain at prudent levels into the future and maintain the strength of 
the Crown balance sheet. Tighter fiscal policy would also lean against demand imbalances such 
as New Zealand’s elevated current account deficit and high inflation, supporting macroeconomic 
stability.

Fiscal rules are an effective way to signal commitment to sound fiscal 
policy

Fiscal rules are set by the Government of the day. In line with the principles of responsible fiscal 
management, the Government should adopt fiscal rules that:

• Commit to maintain sustained operating surpluses over time to support counter-cyclical fiscal 
policy and build buffers to respond to shocks; and

• Maintain levels of prudent debt over time.

Adopting and adhering to fiscal rules of this nature means that the Government can use fiscal 
policy flexibly to achieve its objectives while supporting medium-term fiscal sustainability and 
supporting intergenerational fairness. Fiscal rules should also enable the Government to use the 
Crown balance sheet to contribute to broader economic performance and stability through 
enabling productivity enhancing investments and smoothing the economic impacts of shocks.

We consider that the broad design and calibration of the existing fiscal rules from 2022 remain 
appropriate, but that there is scope to review or refine these rules depending on your fiscal 
strategy (e.g., we can provide advice on the underlying indicators used to anchor the rules, and 
options to strengthen the rules to better support fiscal sustainability).

17
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Revenue growth is unlikely to keep pace with expense pressures
Tax revenue growth has helped meet growing fiscal pressures (Figure 21). This growth 
has been driven by policy changes, fiscal drag1, and cyclical factors (especially in recent 
years). Fiscal drag has increased tax revenue by around 1.1% of GDP since 2011, 
however, it has also eroded the progressivity of the personal income tax system. New 
Zealand’s tax-to GDP ratio was approximately 30.1% in 2018, slightly below the OECD 
average (33.9%). 

Personal tax is a major part of New Zealand’s revenue system (Figure 20) and New 
Zealand relies more heavily on personal tax compared to most OECD countries2.

However, there are constraints on our personal tax system which are creating increasing 
pressures and constraining our options for reform. These constraints arise due to the 
difference between our personal and company tax rates, and the lack of taxes on capital 
and capital gains. These limit options to raise revenue, alter the mix of taxes, or make 
changes that would meet distributional and economic objectives.

Non-alignment

The difference in rates between 
personal and company tax limits 
the ability to efficiently raise 
revenue on individuals or reduce 
the company tax rate, as income 
can be sheltered in companies or 
Portfolio Investment Entities.

Capital gains 
taxation

The lack of a comprehensive 
capital gains tax restricts the ability 
to manage gaps between 
company rates and personal rates 
and increases costs of income 
taxation. It has also contributed to 
higher house prices.

Based on principles such as sustainability, efficiency and fairness, our first best advice is 
to address these two structural issues. Major tax changes take time to implement so there 
is a need to plan for these early.

There are, however, other policy options which could be progressed that raise revenue. 
However, there are few ‘low-hanging fruit’ left and many of the options implementable in 
the short term involve trading off distributional and economic performance objectives.

1. When a greater proportion of income is being taxed at higher personal tax rates, year on year. 
2. A major reason we rely more on personal tax is because many other OECD countries have significant 
social security taxes. As New Zealand does not have social security, we rely more on income tax and GST. 

Personal 
income tax

53%

Corporate 
tax

16%

Customs and 
excise

4%

Other indirect 
taxes
2%

GST
25%

Figure 20: New Zealand relies relatively heavily on personal tax to 
raise revenue

% of core Crown revenue for year ended 30 June 2023

Source: The Treasury
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Returning to surplus will require strong prioritisation 
Current budget allowances are expected to be sufficient to 
fund critical cost pressures only, with limited room for new 
spending in the absence of reprioritisation and savings

The current level of operating allowances should be broadly sufficient to meet 
critical cost pressures that are not already funded (Figure 22). Prioritisation will be 
required to fund new initiatives above this, manage pressures within agencies and 
generate savings to fund new priorities across Government.

Recently, final budget allocations have exceeded the previously signalled 
allowances and discretionary spending outside of allowances has increased.

Budget allowances play an important role in signalling how much the government 
plans to spend and staying on track to achieve its fiscal goals. Until recently 
around 70% of growth in expenditure was through allowances, but since 2019/20 
that has been closer to 50% (Figure 23).

This reflects a mix of factors, including the increased cost of indexed benefits 
which are demand driven, increased finance costs, and funds managed outside 
the Budget allowances (e.g., the COVID Response and Recovery Fund).

There are also longer-term pressures on the fiscal position

Cumulatively, the fiscal position is likely to face more headwinds in the decade 
ahead than experienced over the past few. This includes a less benign global 
backdrop, and the changing nature of shocks.  

Moreover, some of the challenges that could impact on public finances 
highlighted in successive Long Term Fiscal Statements and the Climate Economic 
and Fiscal Assessment are here now. The impacts are potentially large. 

Demographic change and climate change are increasing demand on government 
expenditures and this will grow over time. Geopolitical tensions and economic 
fragmentation could increase spending pressures in areas like defence and 
security. Higher debt and interest rates would see finance costs trend up.

Given these pressures, a programme of work to identify enduring savings options 
and future policy settings would help support longer-term fiscal 
sustainability. Increased monitoring is desirable to better understand explicit and 
implicit risks to the Crown balance sheet.

Figure 22: Current pre-commitments limit room for new initiatives

Year ending 30 June Budget Budget Budget

$millions, average per annum 2024 2025 2026

Budget operating allowance – Pre-election Update 3,500 3,250 3,000 

Less pre-commitments:

- Multi-year decisions for clusters (419) - -

- Health sector cost pressures (1,430) (1,370) (1,370)

- Transport (310) - -

- Education sector collective bargaining (102) - -

- Digital Services Tax 80 - -

- Other (42) - -

Remaining Budget operating allowances 1,277 1,880 1,630 

Source: The Treasury; Pre-election Economic and Fiscal Update 2023
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Figure 23: New expenditure outside of allowances has 
increased
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At a high-level, there are several options to support a return to 
surplus while delivering your priorities
Ensuring a surplus in 2026/27 while delivering the 100-day 
plan and wider policy priorities will require departing from 
existing policy settings

Potential options to achieve this include:

• Decreasing expenditure including through centrally directed savings exercises 
(e.g., identifying specific policies and programmes to stop or scale back, or 
imposing top-down baseline reductions).

• Constraining new spending through carefully sequencing Government 
commitments across multiple Budgets and applying the Fiscal Management 
Approach (e.g., reducing allowances to encourage trade-offs, requiring 
agencies to reprioritise within existing baselines and minimising commitments 
made to fund initiatives between Budgets).

• Increasing revenue through structural reform of the tax system, policy changes 
to increase revenue, or letting fiscal drag continue to increase revenue raised 
through personal income tax.

• More active management of the balance sheet through greater consideration 
of capital allocation (including allowing capital to flow to higher priority uses), 
identifying opportunities to improve performance of assets and liabilities, and 
better measurement and treatment of risk.

It is likely that using all these levers will be necessary. The trade-offs across 
them are complex. Decreasing expenditure and constraining new spending risk 
decline in service quality and/or negative impacts on living standards. Increasing 
revenue likewise has trade-offs for living standards, including potentially negative 
impacts on economic performance. All choices involve judgments around fairness 
and equity. Ultimately, there is a need for robust assessment and disciplined 
decision-making to drive efficiency, productivity and value-for-money. 

Taking a long-term view of potential changes will be 
important

This can be done by:

• Considering the long-term benefits of particular expenditure items to avoid 
reductions that may lead to service or regulatory failure or would quickly be 
reversed.

• Maintaining investment targeted at boosting growth and productivity that will 
help address longer-term fiscal challenges.

• Using distributional analysis to understand the impacts of any changes on 
particular groups.

The effectiveness of choices to support a return to surplus is reliant on taking 
action to mitigate fiscal risks. Some of the most significant fiscal risks that can be 
managed by Ministers include managing demand for public services, the size of 
the Government’s capital investment programme, public sector pay pressures, 
and funding pressures generated by policy reviews. Options to manage these 
risks largely involve challenging policy choices to prevent costs in the short and 
long term.
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Options to achieve these objectives

Recommended objectives

Meet your 
fiscal rules

Deliver 
your policy 

platform

Constraining 
new 

spending

Increasing 
revenue

Decreasing 
expenditure

More active 
management 

of the 
balance 

sheet
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A programme of work on fiscal sustainability would allow you to 
balance short- and medium-term imperatives
You will need to balance acting early to signal strong fiscal 
discipline, with the need to sequence change across the 
term

The Treasury recommends a programme of work that:

• Creates fiscal space sufficient to fund your policy priorities and the return to 
surplus.

• Orients government to prioritise fiscal discipline and continuously improve 
value for money.

In the short term the Government’s focus should be on actions that:

• Free up space to fund 100-day priorities and get the return to surplus on track 
in a way that is easy to implement, while mitigating the risk that decisions 
create cost pressures later in the forecast period.

• Send a strong signal that the fiscal programme is a priority for your 
Government and communicate your expectations that Ministers, and the 
public sector operate in accordance with your fiscal objectives across the 
parliamentary term.

• Establish the right governance for the programme, to ensure the decisions you 
take flow through to implementation and agencies remain focused on results.

In the medium term the Government’s focus can shift to actions that:

• Embed a culture of continuously improving value for money through scrutiny 
of baseline expenditure and holding decision-makers accountable for 
performance.

• Mitigate fiscal risks that may otherwise defer the return to surplus.

• Progress any priorities that were not possible in the short-term, or where the 
need for further work is identified as part of short-term work.

These short- and medium-term imperatives can be balanced by progressing the 
programme in phases. The Treasury can provide more advice on a potential 
programme at your first convenience.
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Phases of a fiscal programme

Actions to consider for this phase include:

• Implementing a package of key priorities that cannot 
wait for Budget 2024 through a mini-Budget.

• Setting a strategy for Budget 2024 that operates within 
allowances consistent with your fiscal strategy.

• Creating fiscal space with targeted policy savings and a 
reduction in agency baselines implemented through an 
initial baseline exercise.

• Establishing an appropriate Cabinet committee 
mechanism and supporting disciplines to steer the fiscal 
programme.

• Publicly committing to the fiscal programme and 
its objectives through publications such as the Budget 
Policy Statement and Fiscal Strategy Report.

Phase 1

HYEFU 2023 
Budget 2024

Actions to consider for this phase include:

• Requiring all agencies to produce savings and 
performance plans, setting expectations for how they will 
deliver priorities and manage within baselines.

• Initiating rolling savings and performance reviews across 
the public sector, to drive value for money.

• Initiating Treasury-led reviews into areas of fiscal risk.

• Further improvements to institutional settings, with a 
particular focus on the quality of advice that informs 
Cabinet decision-making.

Phase 2

Over 2024/25 
Budget 2025

Ensuring that change from earlier phases is sufficiently 
embedded that the public finance system will continue to 
drive value for money and create fiscal headroom.

Phase 3

Ongoing
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Key policy issue #2: 
building growth and 
resilience

SECTION 4
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A strong and resilient economy will enable New Zealanders to thrive
A growing and resilient economy is critical to addressing domestic challenges and 
responding to the changing global environment. The private sector ultimately 
drives growth and resilience through decisions to employ, save, invest and 
innovate, and taking advantage of opportunities as they arise. 

Ensuring fiscal sustainability and improving government performance will support 
macroeconomic stability, generate the resources to invest in what matters, and lift 
public sector productivity, directly contributing to achieving a growing and 
resilient economy. 

An economic plan that aligns with the government’s objectives for responding to 
emerging opportunities and challenges such as climate change and global 
economic fragmentation, has buy in across relevant Ministers, portfolios and the 
private sector, as well as clear accountabilities and strong governance 
arrangements for delivery, will be important for driving improvements in New 
Zealand’s economic performance.

Building on existing strengths will be key to future living 
standards

New Zealand has a number of characteristics that underpins activity in our 
economy and society. These include:

• strong rule of law and low corruption

• effective government processes relative to many other countries

• high levels of social cohesion

• low public debt by international standards

• flexible labour and product markets that reallocate efficiently

• relatively low barriers to trade and ease of doing business

These have helped us navigate recent shocks and maintain our prosperity.

Maintaining and building on these characteristics will be important for future 
economic growth and resilience. 

We have identified four medium-term priorities to build 
growth and resilience

Using the analytical prompts of the Living Standards Framework (Productivity, 
Resilience, Distribution, and Sustainability), we have identified four key areas the 

Government could focus on over the medium-term to further improve the 
conditions for the private sector to drive growth and improve the resilience of the 
New Zealand economy.
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Overview of levers for building growth and resilience

Strengthen the business environment through regulatory 
settings that enables clear market signals, innovation and 
investment; housing and infrastructure settings that 
support growing and more productive cities; and 
reviewing government settings on industry and Research, 
Science and Innovation.

Strengthening 
the business 
environment

Enhance human capability by reversing declining 
achievement trends in the education system and ensure 
migration policy helps import the right mix of skills, and 
factors in infrastructure and housing needs.

Enhancing 
human 

capability

Strengthen global connectivity and enhance our 
economic security by continuing to address non-tariff 
issues, taking a more deliberate approach to attracting 
foreign investment, and considering new forms of 
international cooperation to increase our resilience.

Strengthening 
global 

connectivity

Ensure the cost-effectiveness of actions to address climate 
change through clear incentives and signals from the 
government so households, businesses, iwi and local 
authorities are well-placed to manage risk and have the 
incentive and ability to do so. Take a portfolio approach 
to climate change, with market mechanisms (such as 
emissions pricing) at the core. 

Adapting to 
climate 

change and 
enabling 
transition
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Strengthening the business environment

The business environment is central to growing 
productivity…

For New Zealand to grow, clear market signals, well-regulated business activity, 
and access to open, competitive markets are key prerequisites.

Businesses with higher productivity can pay higher wages and salaries ( the key 
determinants of household incomes, consumption and wealth).

Flexible settings enable businesses to innovate and adapt to change, building 
their resilience and the resilience of the labour market and incomes. But 
growth can come at the cost of environmental impacts if these costs are not paid 
by the firms generating these impacts (e.g. natural resource 
degradation and emissions).

… and it is important to get the basics right

At the economy-wide level this means maintaining macroeconomic stability 
and operating a predictable policy environment that allows firms to take long-term 
decisions. Returning inflation to target and delivering stability in 
government spending and revenue are two key components of this.

For firms, the basics include policy settings in areas such as tax and competition 
that support welfare-enhancing economic decisions, alongside ensuring price 
signals are in place. Strong international connections can help to overcome 
the constraints of being a small and remote country.

Investment and innovation are essential for productivity 
growth and improving living standards

New Zealand's capital stock per hour worked has been persistently low compared 
with OECD comparators (Figure 24), contributing to our low productivity growth. 
Access to capital is essential to enable business investment, and there is evidence 
that this has been a constraint, particularly for Māori businesses.

Government can also support business investment and innovation. Despite 
increasing public spending on innovation and industry support, 
New Zealand's public and private spending on R&D varies considerably by 
industry and remains middling compared with other OECD countries.

Regulatory systems should also incorporate market mechanisms that support 
investment and economic transition, including in areas such as competition, 
renewable energy, and the adoption of emerging technologies. There is also 

scope to ensure that any public spending is targeted towards priority areas and 
complements private sector activity. 

Unaffordable housing and a significant infrastructure gap 
are contributing to our low productivity

New Zealand's provision of housing and infrastructure has not kept pace with the 
needs of our growing population. This has resulted in unaffordable housing and 
a significant infrastructure gap – where the infrastructure available to us does not 
meet our economic and social needs.

Creating a responsive urban development and infrastructure system will require 
significant change. This will include successful implementation of changes to the 
resource management system to ensure that the system delivers environmental 
outcomes, whilst enabling development across essential areas such as energy 
generation and transmission, transport networks and urban expansion and 
intensification. 
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Enhancing human capability
Human capability is central to economic performance

High levels of human capability (including knowledge and skills) are linked to 
better economic outcomes and better non-material outcomes such as health, 
cultural identity, social cohesion and trust, safety, and engagement in society.

Human capability will become increasingly important as technological 
change provides opportunities for New Zealanders to move into higher-skilled jobs 
in the service sector. New Zealand’s economic performance will depend on the 
extent to which it can grow, attract and match skills in the economy.

As higher skilled people add to the future tax revenue base, investing in 
human capability tends to have net positive fiscal impacts. In 2021, New 
Zealanders who had completed a Bachelor’s degree earned 19% more than the 
national median earnings five years after graduation in 2021 (Figure 25).

School performance – particularly in literacy, 
mathematics, and science – is critical to human capability

While New Zealand’s compulsory schooling system is strong by 
international standards, student achievement has been declining.

To support necessary improvements to educational outcomes, additional 
focus should be placed on proven programmes to improve literacy, maths, and 
science outcomes, alongside supports to improve attendance. Ensuring 
these improvements are realised will require close monitoring of key strategies, 
in particular curriculum reforms.

The effectiveness of our teaching profession is a key lever for improving school 
performance. Work to maximise the profession’s impact should focus in the first 
instance on ensuring that the structures to support a strong teaching workforce, 
including our systems for Initial Teacher Education and Professional Learning and 
Development, are operating as effectively as possible.

Well-planned migration will help provide the skills needed to 
grow the economy

Migration will continue to play a role in filling short-term skills gaps in 
New Zealand’s labour market, and providing the capability needed to support 
longer-term investment and growth.

It is vital that migration settings prioritise the right mix of skills, while stability in 
these settings will assist with New Zealand being an attractive destination for skilled 
migrants.

Migration will contribute to New Zealand if migration policy is firmly aligned 
with the Government’s medium term economic performance objectives, including 
in areas such as infrastructure and housing. A Government Policy Statement could 
be developed to set out the Government’s strategic intentions on relevant issues.

Maintaining a well-functioning labour market will 
be important for high-quality job creation

A well-functioning labour market incentivises strong worker participation 
and matching of skills with businesses’ needs. It also balances worker protections 
with flexibility for employers. Recent minimum wages increases have been 
absorbed through a period of high employment and wage growth. New Zealand 
has among the highest ratio of minimum-to-median wages in the OECD. Further 
increases around or above wage growth are more likely to increase 
unemployment, especially for youth and other disadvantaged workers.
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Strengthening global connectivity
Strong international connections are important to 
overcome the constraints of New Zealand’s small size and 
remoteness

Low export intensity, low foreign direct investment and persistent current account 
deficit are longstanding features of the New Zealand economy. Over recent 
decades these have played out in a benign global environment of strongly growing 
trade and investment flows. This is no longer the case and heightened global 
tensions and geopolitical change are making the relationship between trade and 
investment policies and foreign and defence policies more complex.

Continuing to grow and diversify exports and investment, while navigating 
these complexities, will build resilience and create new economic opportunities.

Completing the coverage of New Zealand’s free 
trade agreements will be challenging

Over the last two decades, New Zealand has improved market access for 
our exporters and our ability to import goods and services by securing a series of 
free trade agreements (FTAs). Once the EU FTA comes into force, FTAs will cover 
73% of New Zealand’s exports of goods and services. At this point, achieving 
additional FTAs that provide increased market access will be very difficult due to 
entrenched protectionism and differences in potential net gains, or be of only 
marginal benefit because the markets are smaller and/or less developed. The 
United States and India are the two major gaps amongst New Zealand’s FTAs.

There are significant barriers to realising greater value from exports even where 
we have free trade agreements. New Zealand exports face more Non-Tariff 
Measures (NTMs) than the global average, which inhibit growth and profitability. 
Options to better address NTMs include strengthening coordination between 
government agencies, further international regulatory co-operation, and 
stronger implementation of the relevant provisions of existing trade agreements. In 
addition, the institutional footprint and priorities of NZ Inc agencies should also be 
aligned with supporting exporters to build commercially beneficial relationships in 
new and high value markets.

New Zealand needs to attract high quality foreign investment

New Zealand’s inward foreign direct investment (FDI) stock is low compared 
to other small open economies (Figure 26), and FDI has not contributed much to 
the creation of new, innovative exports. It will be important to continue improving 
New Zealand's investment brand and fostering a welcoming environment for high 
quality foreign investors. 

There are opportunities to further liberalise the Overseas Investment Act. 
Streamlining consent pathways and lifting the screening thresholds will improve our 
attractiveness to high quality foreign investment. The monetary threshold for 
screening business assets has not been raised since it was introduced in 2005, 
except for some subsequent FTA partners. On the other hand, investment 
screening for certain sectors is becoming an increasingly important tool for 
economic security purposes.

Geopolitical change presents particular risk for New Zealand

As a small, open trading economy that has benefited substantially from 
the international rules-based order, New Zealand is particularly exposed to the 
impact of geopolitical shocks and any global fragmentation of the international 
trading system.

An ongoing focus in building strong relationships with counterparts, 
multilateral institutions, and groupings like the Five Finance Ministers should be on 
how these arrangements enhance New Zealand’s resilience against economic 
shocks, including by strengthening the multilateral system.

It is critical for New Zealand to strike the right balance between openness 
and security, so that New Zealand can reap the benefits of strong 
international connections while protecting its core national interests.
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Figure 26: Our inward FDI stock is lower than other small open 
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Adapting to climate change and enabling the low emissions transition
New Zealand is already experiencing the effects of 
climate change

Climate change poses one of the greatest risks to New Zealand’s future 
living standards.

Higher temperatures, more frequent droughts and extreme storms, and rising 
sea levels are already being experienced in New Zealand. These trends are 
expected to grow over time and are already having a significant impact on the 
economy, society and government’s financial position (Figure 27). Treasury scenario 
modelling reported in the Climate Economic and Fiscal Assessment 2023 shows that 
net core Crown debt could be higher by 4% of GDP in 2061 due to increased storms 
and droughts.

These potential costs heighten the importance of understanding how best to 
adapt to and mitigate climate change in a manner consistent with a sustainable 
fiscal trajectory and future economic growth and resilience.

While climate change presents risks, there will also be opportunities for 
New Zealand including the potential benefits associated with a warmer climate and 
co-benefits of decarbonisation (for example, improved health outcomes).

International emissions reduction efforts are crucial to 
avoid the worst potential scenarios and preserve our 
living standards

New Zealand’s economy is relatively small, and New Zealand contributes only 
0.17% of global emissions. Success in constraining average global temperature rises 
will rely heavily on large emitters making meaningful reductions. However, New 
Zealand can influence global efforts by achieving its own long-term net-zero targets 
and through international cooperation to prove the workability of key global policies 
and actions that will meaningfully incentivise large emitters to reduce emissions.

How New Zealand achieves any emissions targets 
has significant implications for living standards

Enduring economic growth, productivity and resilience will require efficient re-
allocation of resources and adoption of productivity-enhancing technologies 
and practices.

The Treasury supports a portfolio approach to climate policy with 
market mechanisms (such as emissions pricing) at its core, and public spending 
constrained to where the case is clear for additional intervention. The emissions 

price required will depend on several factors, including the degree to which 
governments wish to leverage relatively low-cost forestry offsets to achieve targets. It 
will be important that the direction of travel is clearly communicated to support 
market confidence to invest.

Where public funds are used, we recommend targeting them towards 
investments with long-term returns (financial or non-financial) that support 
and maintain productivity growth and enhance living standards.

Adapting to global temperature increases is a necessity

Clear incentives and signals from the Government are required on New 
Zealand’s direction of travel to ensure actors like businesses, iwi and local 
authorities are well-placed to manage risks, have the incentive and ability to do 
so and that investments can be made with confidence.

Effective adaptation action will involve getting better information on climate-
related risks; a planning system that supports risk mitigation; a clear articulation 
of how costs will be shared across central and local governments, communities, 
businesses and asset owners; and statutory frameworks that enable a range of 
options for how communities adapt. Establishing clear roles and responsibilities 
for an enduring approach to severe extreme weather events can also ensure the 
economy is more resilient and prepared for shocks.

Enabling the Crown to respond to pressures from climate change, while 
ensuring that risks to the balance sheet and long-term fiscal sustainability are 
managed effectively, will require integrated fiscal and climate change 
strategies.
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Key policy issue #3: 
improving government 
performance

SECTION 5
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Improving government performance will be key to achieving better 

fiscal and economic outcomes
Strong institutions are crucial to ensure the public sector 
supports economic growth, fiscal sustainability, and living 
standards

Much of the lift in New Zealanders’ living standards over the past 30 years has 
been underpinned by stable, open and transparent institutions that have been 
put in place by successive governments. 

The Treasury plays a role in many institutional systems, with oversight 
responsibility for two:

These systems intersect with others that the Treasury works on jointly with other 
central agencies and the wider public sector. The most significant of these is the 
public sector management system, which focuses on allocating resources and 
responsibility for pursuing government priorities, establishing monitoring and 
reporting to ensure delivery, and managing performance. 

Aspects of this system are articulated in the PFS, meaning the Treasury has 
oversight of them. This is most notable for the performance reporting system 
through which government is accountable to Parliament and the public. 

Though generally strong, these systems face challenges
New Zealand’s institutions are sound by international standards. We rank 
highly amongst advanced economies in indices of trust in public services, 
perceptions of corruption, rule of law, and ease of doing business.

However, as incomes have risen and technology has advanced, New 
Zealanders’ expectations for key public services (such as healthcare and 
infrastructure) have grown. Pressure has increased on these systems to enable 
government to meet those expectations.

Meeting these challenges will require change
While each of these systems has unique characteristics, there are themes and 
potential shifts in approach that overlap. 

These include moving from: 

• a focus on defining performance purely in terms of expenditure and outputs 
to one that incorporates quality of delivery and results. 

• a focus on managing incremental change to one focused on dealing with the 
stock (e.g. of spending or regulation).

• a tendency to prioritise the short-term to factoring in long-term 
considerations. 

• agency ‘silos’ to joined up approaches when this can deliver better results. 

29

The Public Finance System (PFS) is the laws, regulations and 
practices that govern how the Government collects and spends 
money – underpinned by the PFA. 

The PFS is a complex system, incorporating and interacting with 
other systems such as:

• the Investment Management System (IMS) which helps 
government plan, deliver and realise the value of capital 
investments.

• the Fiscal Management Approach (FMA) which is a set of 
budgetary rules and practices the Government uses to give 
effect to its fiscal strategy.

The Regulatory Management System (RMS) comprises the 
policies, tools, and processes employed by central government to 
help it develop, deliver, and maintain high quality regulatory 
systems.

Public 
Finance 
System

Regulatory 
Management 

System
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The Public Finance System is under strain, requiring changes to 
ensure resources are targeted to priority areas…  

30

An effective Public Finance System is critical to delivering 
on government priorities.

The PFS fulfils critical roles in:

• Fiscal management: requiring a fiscal strategy to be set that adheres to 
the principles of responsible fiscal management, then operationalising it 
through the budget cycle.

• Public sector management: aligning the public sector to deliver on 
government priorities, with a focus on effective governance, ensuring 
value for money, and clear accountability.

• Public accountability: requiring the public service to articulate what it will 
do with public resources and provide an account of what has been 
achieved.

Each of these roles is under strain to one degree or another, reflecting increased 
public expectations of government in the context of a constrained fiscal outlook.

Fiscal management rules are sound, but could be more 
effective

The Fiscal Management Approach’s (FMA) key components include the annual 
Budget; fixed nominal baselines to hold agency funding steady so that the 
government has control of the fiscal position; and allowances, to signal the 
available fiscal headroom. 

The FMA operates in a different context to when it was designed, with increased 
expectations, current fiscal pressures and high inflation, all putting pressure on 
the approach. Combined with the FMA’s flexibility, this has contributed to new 
spending being increasingly outside allowances. Between Budget spending has 
grown significantly, which in turn contributes to heavily pre-committed 
allowances.

Improvements to support greater fiscal restraint and value for money include: 

• Enabling allowances to link spending intentions to government priorities, 
through thematic envelopes and incorporating funds within allowances; 

• Controlling spending between Budgets by restricting pre-commitments and 
reducing incentives to bypass Budget.

Such changes to the FMA, alongside introducing savings and performance plans 
(refer slide 21), will set expectations for how agencies deliver priorities and 

manage within existing funding, and maximise Ministers’ choices for directing 
limited funds to where they are best deployed.

Public sector management arrangements impede cross-
agency efforts to address complex issues

The public sector management system places responsibilities on departmental 
Chief Executives. This vertical accountability enables efficiency through 
specialisation, but it can also impede progress on cross-sectoral and complex 
issues. Other issues include:

• Devolution of detailed resource allocation choices to departments making it 
difficult for Ministers to undertake centralised management;

• Limited incentives to reallocate resources between departments and achieve 
cross-agency efficiencies and therefore value for money; and

• Annual budgetary and reporting cycles don’t meet Ministers’ need for real-
time information or recognise the longer-term nature of public sector 
delivery.

Attempts to address these issues include Public Service Commission led work on 
specified agencies (new types of entities to co-ordinate multiple department’s 
work), and system leads (Chief Executives designated to provide system 
leadership) and initiatives, and Treasury-led work on agency clusters for multi-
year budgeting. It is not clear yet how effective these models are, but the 
Treasury will contribute to further advice in the coming year.

Targets are one way to drive performance

Setting a limited number of targets to galvanise action is another public 
management tool. Targets can be used to signal priority goals to the public and 
create a sense of shared purpose between agencies – especially when a 
collaborative approach is needed to achieve the objective. 

They are effective at creating a sense of urgency and spurring action amongst 
agencies but need to be designed carefully to avoid unintended results through 
gaming and goal displacement.

The Treasury is working with the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, and 
the Public Services Commission to provide advice on how to effectively use 
targets to drive performance. 
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…and focused on driving performance by improving value for 
money and reporting publicly on what has been achieved
Value for money analysis is a critical tool to prioritise 
spending in a fiscally constrained environment 

Government finances will be under sustained pressure across the course of this 
term, with difficult choices required to balance trade-offs between living 
standards, quality of public services, fiscal goals, and economic performance. VFM 
analysis is a key tool for weighing up these factors to maximise impact within a 
given budgetary constraint.

The Treasury’s understanding of VFM is broad, capturing human, social, 
environmental and other living standard impacts: 

This approach is applied when analysing and advising on both new spending 
proposals and on savings both through the annual Budget and to proposals 
considered by Cabinet throughout the year.

Better embedding VFM analysis throughout the public sector requires changes to 
rules, tools and guidance. The Treasury is working on improvements to Cost 
Benefit Analysis practice and tools such as placing appropriate value on the 
longer-term impacts in VFM analysis. This includes reviewing the public sector 
discount rate (i.e., the rate at which government values impacts that occur in the 
future relative to those that occur in the present).

Performance reporting supports public accountability 
and management of public sector resources

The Public Finance System is not adequately delivering the 
performance information expected. Effective performance reporting is necessary 
for both Public Accountability (by informing the public how government delivery is 
progressing and enabling Parliament and the public to scrutinise the use of public 
funds) and Public Sector Management (by providing information required for 
Ministers to inform their decisions, monitor delivery, and maintain fiscal 
discipline).

Improving public accountability performance reporting will 
require a focus on continuous improvement and 
consideration of changes to system settings 

The current public accountability reporting structure is based around agencies 
and appropriations and provides a large amount of information. However, this 
information is often not relevant or meaningful for the user. It can be difficult to 
trace funding decisions over time and assess whether these represent value for 
money. The level of detail provided can make it hard to understand how the range 
of government interventions is combining to make a difference.

The Standing Orders Review 2023 highlighted the desire of Parliament to improve 
scrutiny over the use of public funds. A recommendation was made that an inquiry 
into performance reporting be established.

The Treasury is making on short-term improvements to performance reporting for 
public accountability within current legislative settings. This includes setting 
clearer requirements and expectations and building agency capability.

Existing public accountability performance reporting arrangements do not 
support the Government to report on what has been delivered and achieved with 
its major spending decisions. Once the Government has identified its spending 
priorities, the Treasury will provide support to establish monitoring and reporting 
systems.

Options for longer-term reform will require consultation with Parliament and the 
public. The proposed parliamentary inquiry into performance reporting provides 
an opportunity for such a process. The Treasury recommends that you support the 
establishment of this inquiry and ensure that sufficient time is provided to develop 
the Terms of Reference for the inquiry.

Actions to improve performance reporting to support public sector management 
include:

• introducing savings and performance plans (refer slide 21), and

• improving visibility of the investment pipeline through the Treasury Quarterly 
Investment Reporting (QIR) process on the Government investment portfolio 
(refer slide 32).

• Providing more in-depth performance reporting for selected, high priority 
areas of government spending.
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Lifting investment and infrastructure performance and planning

The Investment Management System (IMS) supports 
Cabinet to govern the investment portfolio effectively

The IMS helps plan, deliver and fully realise the value of our investments. Cabinet’s 
expectations for investment management and asset performance are set out in 
Cabinet Office circular (23) 9. These support your fiscal objectives by outlining the 
investment disciplines necessary to ensure investments deliver value for money. 

The IMS is designed to provide Ministers and Cabinet with information and 
decision points through the investment lifecycle:

There are challenges with how to manage investment

While the foundations of the IMS are sound, current settings and practices are no 
longer fit for purpose and do not meet Ministers’ needs. 

• System settings do not support Cabinet to govern effectively: Cabinet is often 
asked to make decisions on investments in isolation, too late in the planning 
process, and without an understanding of agency asset management plans. 

• Limited visibility of the investment pipeline: there are large data gaps 
(especially in investment intentions), with disparities in agencies’ data 
capability. 

• Inefficient planning and assurance processes: business cases take too long, 
cost too much and don’t provide Ministers with the right information or 
assurance. 

These issues have contributed to ongoing challenges affecting the pipeline’s 
delivery. This is set against market capacity constraints, and the challenging fiscal 
context of limiting operating funding to deliver, service and maintain investments. 

Recent changes to the system will enable better informed, 
more responsive decision-making that supports value for 
money

• Improving assurance and planning through revisions to the Cabinet Office 
circular to clarify Cabinet’s expectations for agencies in their asset 
management and planning, with a greater focus on Chief Executive 
accountability and transparency. 

• Improving visibility through the Treasury Quarterly Investment Reporting (QIR) 
process on the Government investment portfolio. 

• Strengthening governance through introducing a Cabinet decision point 
earlier in the planning process to enable greater oversight and direction. 

Our focus is on making further improvements to planning…

Further improvements to IMS settings to ensure these are fit for purpose and 
delivering what Ministers and Cabinet need to make timely, well-informed 
investment decisions. 

• Reporting on agency adherence to Cabinet’s expectations for investment 
management.

• Supporting you to put in place strong Cabinet governance of the investment 
portfolio. 

• Updating the core planning and assurance frameworks (Better Business Case 
and Gateway)

…and addressing the pipeline of investments

There has been a significant allocation of capital and related operating funding in 
recent years. While increased investment is needed the investment pipeline is 
oversubscribed – it is far larger than the agency or market capacity to deliver. 

As much of this funding was allocated in pressured timeframes, we do not have 
full confidence that the highest value for money investments have been 
prioritised. 

We will support you to undertake a reprioritisation and reduction of the 
investment pipeline to better match with market and agency capacity and 
capability, and to focus on the highest priority, highest value for money 
investments, and drive improved visibility of the investment pipeline.
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There is room to improve the performance of our regulatory 

systems
Regulatory quality appears good by international 
standards, but there are areas of underperformance

New Zealand ranked in the 99th percentile for regulatory quality in the 2022 
World Bank Worldwide Governance Indicator, and better than the OECD country 
average in the latest OECD Product Market Regulation survey. 

However, over the years we have experienced some costly regulatory failures, as 
well as many instances of persistent regulatory underperformance. 

There are some persistent barriers to good regulatory performance, including 
over-use of legislative responses; patchy quality of departmental regulatory 
impact assessment (RIA) processes; poor design and implementation of 
regulatory reform; lack of review, evaluation, and monitoring of regulatory 
performance; and widespread capability and capacity issues. In addition, work on 
maintaining, updating or improving existing regulatory systems is generally 
afforded a lower priority than introducing new reforms.

Where regulation fails to achieve its objectives, or the costs exceed benefits, 
there can be significant impacts on individuals, communities, and businesses. 

Ongoing governance, monitoring and care of our regulatory systems is required 
to maintain and lift their performance over time and ensure value for money.

New Zealand faces particular challenges

New Zealand seeks to develop, monitor and maintain a full suite of regulatory 
systems, like other developed countries.  But it must do so off a smaller tax and 
economic base, making value for money particularly important in the design and 
operation of each regulatory system.  

Making this more difficult is the limited attention devoted to regulatory oversight 
– including the operation of our Regulatory Management System (RMS) –
particularly when compared with fiscal management.

The RMS plays a key role in regulatory quality
New Zealand’s 180-200 regulatory systems each comprise a linked set of rules, 
organisations, and activities that share a common policy objective (e.g. food 
safety). The RMS is made up of the policies, tools, and processes employed by 
central government to help it develop, deliver, and maintain high quality 
regulatory systems. The RMS helps ensure that agencies govern, maintain and 

care for the regulatory systems they are responsible for.

Key RMS roles include:

• impact analysis to support robust proposals for regulatory system change

• monitoring and periodic review of existing regulatory system performance

• support for good regulator practice.

The Public Finance System also influences the performance of regulatory systems.

New Zealand’s institutional arrangements for regulatory 
oversight are comparatively under-developed:

• While the RMS sets out expectations and guidance for agencies, there is 
very limited central monitoring and assurance.

• There is limited data available on overall system performance, or overall 
impacts on regulated parties.

• There are relatively few RMS levers focused on implementation of 
regulatory proposals and the ongoing performance of regulatory systems.

Options to strengthen regulatory oversight to lift 
regulatory system performance include:
• setting higher standards and requirements for new regulatory proposals, 

for instance through strengthened RIA requirements

• identifying and addressing issues in existing regulatory systems, for 
instance, through more systematic reviews

• building a better shared central picture of performance, costs and 
impacts, for instance through work to better identify impacts and costs on 
regulated parties

• introducing or augmenting tools and structures to support an increased 
focus on regulatory quality, for instance, an enhanced regulatory oversight 
body.

A key consideration in each of these areas is how to balance the benefits of 
greater centralisation with the need to maintain departmental capability and 
accountability for good regulatory management.
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Key contacts at the Treasury

Responsible for producing the 

Financial Statements of 

Government, and lifting, 

Government Finance 

Professional performance, and 

the Investment Management 

System.

Jayne Winfield

Chief Government Accountant 

Responsible for the Commercial 

Performance and Governance 

and the Financing Infrastructure 

and Urban Development 

directorates and New Zealand 

Debt Management.   

Leilani Frew

Deputy Secretary, Financial and 

Commercial

Responsible for delivering 

commercial, investment, 

performance and governance 

advice for the Crown’s 

commercial shareholdings and 

financial institutions.

Chris White

Director, Commercial 

Performance and Governance

Responsible for Export Credit, 

and for teams advising on 

housing, building and 

construction, infrastructure, 

transport, communications and 

issues impacting on public debt 

or the Crown balance sheet.

Chris Chapman

Director, Financing, 

Infrastructure and Urban 

Development
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Purpose and Contents of this Briefing

The purpose of this briefing is to support your early engagements with the Treasury. It sets out the Treasury’s view on New 
Zealand’s infrastructure context, your portfolio responsibilities and levers, relevant Government priorities and issues you may 
wish to engage on, and upcoming engagement and decisions.   

This briefing is intended to provide context for subsequent, more detailed conversation between you and the Treasury and 
related advice (directly or directly) and incoming Minister briefings that you will receive.  

We are ready to provide advice on these, and other topics.– including your first 100 days – at your convenience.

Page Section

3 - 6 Section 1: Purpose and Summary 

7 -11 Section 2: New Zealand Infrastructure Context and Crown Portfolio

12 – 15 Section 3: Your Responsibilities and Levers

16 - 20 Section 4: Your Priorities and Commitments

21 – 24 Section 5: Upcoming Engagement and Decisions
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Executive Summary
• Infrastructure is an important sector in New Zealand’s economy: supporting economic growth and living standards of our

communities; enabling the efficient movement of goods and people, creating jobs and boosting local economies; powering our
industries and businesses; enabling access to essential services for citizens and communities; and facilitating housing
development.

• In 2021, Te Waihanga – New Zealand Infrastructure Commission (the Commission) published New Zealand’s infrastructure
strategy with their assessment that the country has a public infrastructure gap of approximately $104 billion. The Commission
proposed 68 recommendations to improve the performance of New Zealand’s infrastructure, across 5 cross cutting themes:

(1) An enabling planning and consenting framework;

(2) Better decision making;

(3) Improving funding and financing;

(4) Building workforce capacity and capability;

(5) Accelerating technology use

• The Crown has a significant role in addressing the challenges outlined in the strategy and to improve the infrastructure
investment outcomes for New Zealanders through its funding, investment and reform programs as well as through changes to
legislation, regulation and other institutional system settings.

• The Infrastructure Action Plan 2023 outlines current activities being undertaken to address some of the issues outlined in the
Infrastructure Strategy.

• The Crown has a significant investment programme with over $72 billion of investment currently in delivery and a further $135
billion in planning. However, public sector (Crown and local government) capability and capacity as well as public sector
governance expertise is stretched, and market capacity remains a key issue. Together, these are contributing to further cost
escalation, value for money pressures and contractor claims issues.

• Given the economic and fiscal impacts of the Crown’s infrastructure activities and risks, the Treasury has a significant interest in
the performance of the Crown’s investments in the sector and of the system. Treasury supports the Government’s infrastructure
activities through the provision of policy advice; budget analysis; funding and financing options; investment monitoring and
assurance; and specialist advisory capability across the infrastructure lifecycle.

5
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Executive Summary

• Alongside your responsibilities for the Infrastructure portfolio, you also have ownership responsibilities for the New 
Zealand Infrastructure Commission – Te Waihanga and Rau Paenga.  Treasury supports you in these responsibilities 
through the provision of advice in the areas of ownership, investment performance (at a system and investment 
level), board appointments, funding and financing, infrastructure strategy and policy, and other infrastructure 
related commercial matters and issues. 

• We are ready to advise you on what we anticipate may be your key 100 Day Plan commitments, including on the 
establishment of a National Infrastructure Agency.  

• Whilst several improvements to the Crown’s infrastructure system have been implemented alongside the allocation 
of significant levels of capital funding in recent years, there are areas that still need to be strengthened to enable a 
well performing integrated infrastructure system that supports effective decision making and delivery.  

Specifically: 

• (1) Greater alignment and prioritisation of investment and funding decisions with strategic planning; 
infrastructure pipelines; whole of life affordability; existing asset utilisation and maintenance; quality business 
cases; government and market capacity; and value for money.

• (2) Enhanced investor assurance monitoring, reporting and if necessary, centralised policy or commercial 
positions, across the investment lifecycle of infrastructure projects and programs.

• (3) Sustainable funding and financing approaches and mechanisms, including for local government.

• (4) Strengthened governance and accountability.

• We would welcome the opportunity to brief you on the work completed to date on strengthening the Crown’s 
infrastructure system and discuss other recommendations to improve performance and delivery.

• We are ready to advise you on your upcoming decisions in respect of your ownership responsibilities as well as 
other issues that you may wish to be briefed on in the short term.   

6
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New Zealand Infrastructure Context
Infrastructure is an important sector in New Zealand’s 
economy: supporting economic growth and living 
standards of our communities; enabling the efficient 
movement of goods and people, creating jobs and 
boosting local economies; powering our industries and 
businesses; enabling access to essential services for 
citizens and communities; and facilitating housing 
development.

It is a complex system with several characteristics:

• A multitude of public (Crown and local government) 
and private sector participants across the lifecycle of 
infrastructure assets: planning, design, construction, 
operations, ownership, funding and financing.

• Multi sector, often categorised as economic (energy, 
telecommunications, transport, waste and water); social 
(hospitals, schools, prisons, parks, libraries, cultural and 
arts centres and community buildings; and/or natural 
environment (the interconnections and 
interdependences between economic and social 
infrastructure and the natural environment).

• Infrastructure assets can be interconnected, 
interdependent and intergenerational providing shared 
services to a large number of users and beneficiaries

• Involves significant, lumpy investment for new 
developments as well as whole of life maintenance and 
operations although funding sources (paying for the 
capital investment and ongoing maintenance of 
infrastructure – user charges or tax revenues) and 
financing utilisation (upfront payment of capital 
investment, significant maintenance and/or working 
capital that is repaid via funding sources) differ across 
sectors.

8
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New Zealand Infrastructure Context
New Zealand’s provision of infrastructure has not kept pace 
with the growing needs of our population, resulting in a lack of 
housing affordability, a short fall in housing supply and 
infrastructure to sustain the current and future stock.

Our existing infrastructure does not meet our economic or 
social needs and requires investment in asset renewal and 
maintenance..

In 2021, Te Waihanga – New Zealand Infrastructure 
Commission (the Commission) published New Zealand’s 
infrastructure strategy with their assessment that the country 
has a public infrastructure gap of approximately $104 billion.

Whilst increased investment is needed, the current 
infrastructure pipeline is significantly larger than there is public 
and private sector capacity to deliver.

Current market conditions indicate:

• receding construction cost inflation albeit costs are now 
from a new higher base; 

• upward cost pressures still exist because of tight labour 
markets, competition for specialist skills; 

• capacity constraints in the materials sector coupled with 
lower NZ exchange rates; and 

• limited immediate capacity for new work among Tier 1 
contractors notwithstanding a slowing down of the 
wider construction sector.

A well-functioning and performing infrastructure system that 
recognises the need to balance the above complexities and 
constraints alongside integrated planning and delivery is critical 
to our ability to address the housing affordability and 
infrastructure investment needs of New Zealand.

9

Current activity in the New Zealand Infrastructure System

Spending in transport, water and social sectors dominates infrastructure spending 

over the next five years.
Forecast project spend by sector 2023-2027
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Key Crown Infrastructure Participants

11

Think Plan Choose Do Realise

Need identification Investment decision Procurement Construction Service provision

Infrastructure strategy and priorities
• Owner - Infracom (WOG)
• Owner – Agency (sector)
• Owner – Agency (programme/project)

Funding and Financing strategy
• Policy – Treasury
• Adviser –Infracom / Treasury/ CIP

Delivery strategy
• Policy – MBIE/ Infracom / Treasury / PSC
• Adviser – MBIE/ Infracom / Treasury

Business case

• Policy – Treasury
• Owner – Agency
• Adviser – Infracom / Treasury

Governance strategy
• Policy – Treasury
• Adviser – Infracom / Treasury

Funding/financing
• Agency controlled / tagged funds
• Programme funding managers (eg

Crown Infrastructure Partners)

Delivery
• Agencies
• Project specific entities
• Rau Paenga

Governance
• Project and Advisory Boards
• Ministerial Sponsor Groups
• Officials Steering Committees

Operations
• Agencies
• Project specific entities
• Local Government

Infrastructure investment lifecycle

Assurance
• Treasury (WOG)
• Agency (Programme/project)
• Infracom / OAG (specific projects/programmes)

• There are several Crown parties supporting the delivery of the public infrastructure through various roles across the investment lifecycle. In
particular, the roles support Government to make policy and investment decisions (Think, Plan and Choose) and then to implement and
monitor the implementation of those decisions (Do and Realise).

• Whilst the key delivery agencies have accountability for the delivery of specific projects within their portfolios, there are four key entities that
have roles that support the Crown across its entire capital portfolio.

• New Zealand Infrastructure Commission – Te Waihanga: established to provide strategic leadership and coordination in infrastructure
planning and development, including the 30 year infrastructure strategy for NZ, coordinating and prioritising infrastructure planning and
providing advice on infrastructure policy and investment decisions.

• Rau Paenga: established to delivery remaining post-earthquake anchor projects in Christchurch and providing vertical and horizontal
delivery services, including entering and managing construction contracts, for Crown agencies, particularly where infrastructure delivery
is not a core role.

• Crown Infrastructure Partners: established to manage certain Crown Infrastructure Funds and/or appropriations, raise private capital
under the IFF Act to fund public infrastructure and support housing growth and overseeing the delivery of connectivity infrastructure.

• Treasury: specific to infrastructure, supports Ministers across the infrastructure lifecycle with key roles in assurance reporting (Investment
Management System), policy ownership (business case, gateway, funding and financing mechanisms), major project/capital analysis, and
issues resolution from a whole of Crown perspective.

Crown Infrastructure Participant Roles Across the Infrastructure Investment Lifecycle
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Your Portfolio Responsibilities and Levers

• The infrastructure portfolio is a system strategy and leadership role and cross over many Ministerial portfolios, Department and
Agency responsibilities.

• As Minister for Infrastructure, you have direct responsibilities and may also have additional indirect or shared responsibility for 
specific infrastructure governance and outcomes as agreed in your Portfolio Delegation Letter from the Prime Minister, Letter of
Priorities from the Prime Minister, and/or agreed by Cabinet, from time to time.

• Your direct portfolio responsibilities are:

• Setting the Government’s infrastructure strategy

• Administering the Utilities Access Act 2010

• Establishing the National Infrastructure Agency

Portfolio levers

Portfolio responsibilities

Key levers to assist you in undertaking your portfolio responsibilities, include:

• Managing the implementation of the Government’s response to the long-term infrastructure strategy produced by the 
Infrastructure Commission in 2022.  The Action Plan is not a legislative requirement but rather a tool to bring together the 
implementation activities occurring across the system and monitor progress.   The Infrastructure Commission is required to 
publish its report on the Government’s progress on the Action Plan by June 2024.  

• In respect of the Utilities Access Act 2010, which governs the National Code of Practice for Utility Operators’ Access to 
Transport Corridors (the Code). The Code provides a framework for corridor managers and utility operators to manage transport
corridors in a manner the enables access, efficiencies and minimal disruptions and costs.   A new version of the Code is due to be 
submitted for your approval in early 2024. 

• Maintaining strong and collaborative working relationships with the Minister of Finance on the important links between the 
Infrastructure and Finance portfolios, including the fiscal significance of many infrastructure decisions and your Ministerial 
colleagues with sector infrastructure responsibilities to ensure that infrastructure activities across their portfolios are aligned to 
deliver the long-term infrastructure outcomes the Government is seeking.

• Utilising Treasury’s Investment Management System to enhance consistent infrastructure assurance oversight, monitor 
investment progress and actively manage emerging risks and issues.

13
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Your Ownership Responsibilities and Levers

Being clear about the Crown’s ownership purpose

• Provides direction for the application of 
legislative and other levers.

• Drives the Commission and Rau Paenga’s
engagement with you on achieving these 
purposes.

• Guides our advice on the performance of, and 
our engagement with, the Commission and 
Rau Paenga’s Boards and management.

Appointing high-performing, effective boards 

• High-performing boards need a balance of 
capabilities, skills and experience, and diverse 
perspectives to drive performance of the 
company. 

• Governance is the responsibility of the 
Commission and Rau Paenga’s boards, which are 
appointed by Ministers, subject to Cabinet 
approval

• The Boards operate at arm’s length from Ministers 
to develop the overall strategy for their 
organisations and appoint a CEO. 

Setting expectations

• The annual business planning process allows you 
to set financial and other expectations and provide 
feedback to boards.

• Boards consider your letters of expectations as 
they develop and confirm their strategies each 
year.

• Clear expectations enable us to reinforce and 
assess performance.

You have direct ownership responsibilities for the oversight and performance of:

• New Zealand Infrastructure Commission - Te Waihanga as responsible Minister; and 

• Rau Paenga Limited as joint shareholding Minister with the Minister of Finance; and

•

Ownership levers

Ownership responsibilities

14
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How We Support You
Through stewardship of the Investment Management System and fiscal and second opinion advice, Treasury supports you in 
your Portfolio Responsibilities in the following areas:

• Sector Leadership – leadership role in infrastructure project and service delivery initiatives and reform implementation, 
including financial analysis, commercial negotiations and structuring of financing products

• Advice – robust economic, fiscal, commercial and financial advice (frameworks, business cases review, financing, 
commercial PTEs.)

• Policy & Products – ability to share and discuss excellent thought leadership and innovation (PPP Guidelines, BP2, 
contingency valuation, urban renewal framework, value capture).

• Assurance and Reporting – whole of system investment monitoring and reporting, including identification of issues and 
trends impacting performance and delivery.

• Oversight – governance representation on major project and advisory boards to support implementation and delivery

• Relationships – good relationships across  Government, other jurisdictions, external stakeholders and industry.

• People – deployment of highly skilled and specialist capability staff with diverse public & private experience.

Treasury supports you in your capacity as a responsible Minister for the Infrastructure Commission and joint Shareholding 
Minister of Rau Paenga in the following areas:

• Ownership: What the Crown is seeking to achieve through ownership of its entities and advice on appropriate form and 
structure of new entities.  

• Performance: How entities  are performing and delivering against their ownership, legislative, Ministerial, and strategic 
objectives.  Includes business planning process, including developing letters of expectations, regular update meetings 
with you, regular state of play updates and comprehensive performance reporting every 6 months.  

• Governance: How the capabilities, skills and experience of boards contribute to the success of entities.  Advice on 
appointments, reappointments, retirements and resignations and director Remuneration;

• Commercial: How the Crown can best deliver commercial outcomes through its ownership, for example, as a potential 
means of intervention in certain sectors, or what are the ownership implications and options if market disruption 
significantly affects some business models. Commercial advice is provided on an as-needed basis.

15
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100 Day Plan Commitments
We are keen to understand what your key interests and priorities are for the commitments in the 100 Day Plan, particularly where the

commitments may relate to other Ministerial portfolios. The following are our initial comments on what we anticipate could be priority areas.

Please let us know if there are any missing and whether you would like to receive further advice on any of the 100 Day Plan commitments.

Housing and Resource 
Management

Repealing the Natural and Built Environment Act and the
Spatial Planning Act – The RM system should work more 
efficiently to better enable economic growth and achieve 
environmental outcomes whilst enabling greater urban 
intensification and expansion. We can advise you on 
different approaches to improving the system, the 
feasibility of which will vary depending on the desired scale 
of change, timeframes, and resourcing levels. This includes 
advising on the approach to delivering a fast track 
consenting pathway.

Begin work on the Going for Housing Growth policy – we
agree that land and infrastructure constraints are 
fundamental drivers of housing affordability.

Water Services reform

Repeal Three Waters Legislation – there may be 
opportunities for using the legislative vehicle to repeal the 
existing Water Reform legislation to put in place provisions 
that could assist in delivering the Government’s overall 
water services reform policies (e.g. economic regulation 
regime for water services, facilitating voluntary
amalgamations).

Transport

 

Withdraw funding from Let’s Get Wellington Moving – this 
will involve unwinding arrangements between Waka Kotahi 
and local government. The implications for existing projects 
will need to be considered by the Waka Kotahi Board, 
taking into account amendments to the GPS. The signalled 
second Mt Victoria tunnel will have fiscal implications.

Stop the Auckland Light Rail project – the detailed Business 
Case for ALR was to be completed in early 2024, however 
the company (ALR limited) have paused some work to 
await the new Government’s direction. In ceasing the 
project, there may be a case for finalising parts of the 
business case, as it will provide a key evidence base for 
future transport investment in the corridor.

Funding and FinancingNational Infrastructure Agency

Establish a National Infrastructure Agency – We understand you may wish to repurpose 
Crown Infrastructure Partners and the New Zealand Infrastructure Commission for the new 
agency to:

• Prioritise regional and national projects of significance.
• Facilitate or procure funding for regional and national projects of significance.
• Procure from government agencies for appropriate Crown projects.
• Oversee procurement from the private sector

In establishing the new agency, we recommend the opportunity is also taken to enable 
greater clarity of roles for all entities in the Crown infrastructure system and minimising 
duplication.   In this regard, we are keen to understand additional scope details and 
preferences for the agency.   

We expect to provide you with early advice on the key considerations in respect of purpose, 
function and form, key implications for existing agencies and implementation options by the 
6th of December and would welcome the opportunity to discuss our advice at your earliest 
convenience.  Following your feedback, we expect to prepare more comprehensive advice 
that will support you to report back to Cabinet with recommendations for establishing the 
agency.

Alongside the work to establish the agency, there are a range of existing powers and 
functions that could also be used in the short term to immediately begin to deliver on some of 
your priorities, such as the appointment of board members and setting expectations through 
the statutory annual business planning and reporting process.

Cyclone and Flood Recovery

Regional requirements for recovery from Cyclone Gabrielle and other recent major flooding 
events – we note that there were a number of initiatives put in place to support communities 
affected by Cyclone Gabrielle and the Auckland Floods.  We are able to brief you on these 
initiatives and their status if that would be of interest.
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Other Priorities and Commitments

18

In addition to the 100 Day Plan commitments, we note under the Coalition Agreements and the National Party’s Policy manifesto documents, that

there are a number of infrastructure and infrastructure related commitments…

We have extracted some of the key commitments into the table below and indicated where we expect we will support you with advice directly in

your responsible Minister role; jointly with the responsible delivery agency in your Portfolio Minister role; or as part of our Investment Management

or second opinion roles.

We would welcome your feedback on whether you would be interested in receiving our advice on these (or any other matter) as it is developed.

System and 
institutional 
settings

Strategy and 
planning

Funding and 
financing

Local 
Government

Transport Water Housing

Coalition 
Policy 
Programme

Regional 
Infrastructure 
Fund

Strategic 
infrastructure 
prioritisation.
30 year pipeline.

Road user 
charging.

Innovative 
funding and 
financing tools.

Investment 
opportunities 
for super funds.

City and 
Regional Deals 
with PPPS, value 
capture and 
tolling.

Financial 
incentives to 
enable housing.

Marsden Point 
rail and and dry 
dock options. 

Regional 
transport 
upgrades.

EV charging 
infrastructure.

Financially 
sustainable 
water delivery 
models.

IFF Act Reform.
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Improving Decision Making and Investment Assurance
An effective investment decision-making and assurance system has the core elements described in the diagram below.  The investment 
system has some areas functioning well, and others that could benefit from improvements.  These include: strategic planning, 
infrastructure needs pipeline, strong whole of life cost estimation, consistent quality business cases, pro-active investor assurance 
practices or funding disciplines that require (or enable) Crown agencies to prioritise within long term capital funding envelopes before 
seeking new funding. 

19
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Improving Infrastructure Performance and Delivery

20

Treasury Investment Management System supports Cabinet to govern the performance and delivery of the Crown’s 
infrastructure investment portfolio.

There have been improvements to clarify Cabinet’s expectations on agencies including: 

• greater focus on Chief Executive accountability and asset management and longer-term planning,

• Quarterly reporting on the Government investment portfolio to Cabinet, 

• Cabinet decision point earlier in the planning process to enable greater Cabinet oversight and direction, and 

• sharing of Gateway reviews with Ministers as part of business case approvals.

A contract dispute resolution function has been established in Treasury to assist Government and delivery agencies to 
consider whole of Crown implications and solutions to the rise in contractor claims across our major infrastructure 
projects.

There are a number of areas where the performance and delivery of the portfolio can be improved, including:

• Reporting on agency adherence to Cabinet’s expectations for investment management

• Supporting you to put in place strong governance of the investment portfolio through a potential oversight 
committee comprising infrastructure delivery ministers that can regularly monitor and report on the performance 
and progress of major infrastructure investments at a whole of Crown level, commission centrally supported 
interventions to resolve significant issues, and facilitate policy development or updates to enable more effective 
performance and delivery.

• Reprioritisation of the investment portfolio to better match market and fiscal capacity (including operating 
funding requirements) and alignment with your priorities, commitments and continued value for money.

• Further improvements to investment system settings, with a focus on updating the planning and assurance 
frameworks (Better Business Case and Gateway) and providing guidance in areas such as funding and financing, 
project governance and cost estimation.

Please indicate whether advice on further improvements to investment decision making, investor assurance, and/or 
improving infrastructure performance or delivery would be of interest to you.
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Upcoming Engagements and Decisions

22

Upcoming Engagements with Crown Infrastructure Agencies

We expect the following entities will seek introductory meetings with you, if they have not already.  Consistent with the 
support we provide to other responsible Ministers, Treasury is available to assist with organising, setting agendas, 
preparing briefings and attending these meetings with you  

Upcoming Decisions

As outlined in Treasury’s incoming Minister’s briefing to you, there are three matters that require your attention and 
decisions before the end of 2024.  

Entity Expected Engagement

New Zealand Infrastructure Commission – Te
Waihanga

As their new responsible Minister, the Commission is expected to provide you with their 
Briefing for the Incoming Minister and seek a meeting with you.  We expect that one of the 
key matters they may wish to discuss with you is their proposed approach to the 
development of the a 30-year infrastructure pipeline priority.

Rau Paenga As one of their new shareholding Ministers, Rau Paenga is expected to provide you with 
their  Briefing for the Incoming Minister and seek a meeting with you.

Crown Infrastructure Partners CIP have prepared a Briefing for you as the Minister for Infrastructure outlining their 
functions, work and proposals to facilitate financing for infrastructure projects.

Issue Summary Timing of Advice (Decision 
Required)

Board appointments In 2024, three Director terms are due to end on the Commission board and four 
Director term ends are due on the Rau Paenga board.  Your decision is required 
in November/December for the Deputy Chair of the Commission and two 
positions for Rau Paenga, which includes the Chair.   Your decisions for the 
remaining term ends will be sought in 2024.

On or by  5 December 
(by19 December)
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Upcoming Treasury Advice
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We will provide the following advice for your consideration over the next 2-3 weeks.  Please let us know if you are 
interested in receiving our advice on other issues referred to in this pack.  We will update your office on expected 
timing of our advice as soon as possible.

Subject Summary

National Infrastructure 
Agency

Treasury’s early advice on the key considerations relating to the purpose, functions and 
form of a National Infrastructure Agency, any implications for existing entities, and 
implementation options (on or before 6 December 2023)

Parakiore Recreation and 
Sport Centre project

Report providing you with and overview and update on the delivery of and disputes with 
the construction contractor of the Christchurch sports centre.

Waikeria Prison project

Infrastructure investment 
pipeline and market 
capacity

Other issues

Briefing on Treasury’s recommended approach to re-prioritise and sequence the current 
investment portfolio to address ongoing and increasing cost escalations and delivery 
risks.

You may wish to receive advice on other matters of interest or have advice referred to 
you: 
• local government sustainability, 
• Infrastructure financing, water reform, 
• Regional and city deals, 
• Options for implementing your policies around long-term infrastructure planning 

(including approach to Infrastructure Strategy and Government Response, 
• Infrastructure Reference Group projects, or 
• Projects experiencing significant  disputes or signaficant cost overrun. 

s9(2)(i) and s9(2)(j)
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NOV 2023

Meeting with the Minister 
for Regulation
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Achieving your objectives for the Regulation Portfolio

The aim of this slide pack is to facilitate an initial discussion on how we can best support you to 
achieve your objectives for improving the quality of regulation.

It covers:

• The current role of Treasury and other key agencies in the Regulatory Management System (RMS)

• Existing levers for ensuring New Zealand’s 180-200 regulatory systems are performing well

• Our view on gaps and opportunities and how these interact with your policy priorities, namely:

Establish a new government 

department required to 

assess the quality of new 

and existing legislation and 

regulation

Legislate to improve the 

quality of regulation, ensuring 

that regulatory decisions are 

based on principles of good 

law-making and economic 

efficiency

In consultation with the 

relevant Minister, carry out 

regulation sector reviews

2
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The performance of New Zealand’s regulatory 
systems
As you have noted, poorly-performing regulatory systems impose significant costs. They can limit freedoms, stifle 
innovation, fail to protect communities from harm, or give rise to other unintended consequences

• Regulatory systems comprise a set of rules, organisations and activities that share a common policy objective. They extend beyond 

legislation to include activities like service delivery, monitoring and enforcement, and intelligence and risk management. Issues 

can arise in relation to all these areas.

• International survey data suggests that New Zealand’s regulation performs well relative to the rest of the world. However:

• New Zealand has experienced some high-profile and costly regulatory failures, and there are many examples of less visible 

failures, resulting in inefficiencies, excessive costs and other unintended consequences

• costs on businesses are likely to be significant – while there are no recent estimations, total compliance costs for businesses 

were estimated at around $6.2 billion in 2012, and the business sector has recently expressed concern over new or changing 

regulatory requirements

• we have identified multiple barriers to best practice regulatory performance across a range of regulatory systems, including 

over-use of legislative responses, poor design and implementation and widespread capability and capacity issues.

• Ensuring the RMS works effectively will be central to improving regulatory quality.

3
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The Treasury’s current role

• The Treasury’s current role focuses on strategic co-ordination and oversight of the RMS, as well as responsibilities for some key 

parts, including:

The RMS is the set of policies, institutions, tools, and processes employed by central government to help it develop, deliver, and 

maintain high quality regulation that does not impose unnecessary costs.

• Other agencies with lead responsibilities in relation to elements of the RMS are the Parliamentary Council Office (PCO), the 

Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE), and the Ministry of Justice (MoJ)  - see Annex 1.

Supporting the Secretary to the Treasury 

in her role as public service functional 

lead for regulatory system stewardship

Advising on New Zealand’s international 

obligations in relation to Good Regulatory 

Practice (GRP)

Leading advice on how to improve the 

Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) system; 

administering the RIA requirements for regulatory 

proposals including provision of guidance and 

training, and undertaking QA of around 10 

significant departmental RISs per year

Setting expectations, and providing

guidance and support to agencies to help 

them meet their regulatory system 

stewardship obligations

Identifying and working to address 

systemic regulatory issues that cut 

across regulatory systems and agencies.

Administering the disclosure statement

requirements

4
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Current RMS expectations, levers, and roles

Sources of  
expectation and 
requirements

Other agencies’ 
roles in the RMS 
or related roles

The Treasury’s 
current RMS 
work

Maintaining/improving existing regulatory systems Proposals for new or amended legislation

International commitments (CPTPP, UK-NZ FTA, EU-NZ FTA) and OECD recommendations on good regulatory practice.

• 2017 Government expectations for good regulatory practice
• The Secretary to the Treasury’s Regulatory Stewardship functional 

lead role
• Public Service Act 2020 includes CE responsibility for stewardship 

of legislation
• Cabinet’s regulatory system stewardship reporting requirements

• Cabinet Circular CO (20) 2: Impact Analysis Requirements
• Cabinet Circular CO (13) 3: Disclosure Requirements for 

Government Legislation
• 2017 Government expectations for good regulatory practice

• Advice to Ministers on options to improve regulatory performance
• Guidance on regulatory stewardship (“Starting out with regulatory 

stewardship: a Resource”)
• Support peer learning, including through the Community of 

Practice, co-convened with MBIE’s G-REG initiative)
• Implementation of regulatory system reporting requirements
• Support to Regulatory Stewardship functional lead role and RegCEs
• Regulatory stewardship reflected in value for money advice

• Advice to Ministers on the RIA system and disclosure statement 
requirements.

• Advice to agencies on meeting RIA requirements
• Templates and guidance for RIS and Disclosure Statements, and for 

QA of RISs
• RIA Online, RIA and QA training, compliance monitoring for RIA, RIA 

Community of Practice, and QA of significant RISs.

• Regulatory CEs - a subset of CEs who provide support to the 
Regulatory Stewardship functional lead role.

• MBIE and G-REG (CoP, regulatory capability building)
• PCO, e.g, improving access to primary and secondary legislation
• PSC, e.g, the inclusion of regulatory stewardship in the Agency 

Capability Framework.

• The Policy Project’s frameworks and tools (DPMC)
• PCO drafting and publication; LDAC guidelines and advice
• G-REG e.g. building regulatory capability to support implementation
• MBIE – impacts of regulation on business; international regulatory 

coordination
• MoJ – promoting the rule of law and providing advice/QA on relevant 

regulatory proposals 

5
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Current gaps and opportunities

We agree that more attention and resource should be devoted to management of regulatory quality – particularly in 
light of the resource invested in fiscal management and oversight.

• New Zealand’s institutional arrangements for regulatory management are relatively under-developed.  More 
specifically:

• While the RMS sets out expectations (and guidance) for agencies, there is very limited central monitoring and assurance that 

those expectations are being met.  At the same time, the incentives for agencies (and Ministers) to systematically meet 

expectations are not particularly strong.

• There are relatively few RMS levers focused on good implementation of regulatory proposals and the ongoing performance of 

regulatory systems – noting that regulatory failures and/or regulatory burden often stem from how legislation is 

operationalised.

• There are also very few RMS levers enabling coordination/oversight across regulatory initiatives – noting that regulatory burden

can also stem from the cumulative impacts of individual initiatives.

• Relatedly, there is patchy data available on the performance of regulatory systems, or overall impacts on regulated parties over

time.  

6
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Areas of potential focus
• As you propose, a strengthened regulatory oversight function, based on a well-functioning RMS, will help to improve 

the quality and reduce the cost of regulation.

• Based on your policy priorities, we see four key areas for focus:

Setting higher standards and requirements for 
new regulatory proposals – including 
investigating a more centralised quality 

assessment function for all new regulation, and 
more robust CBA practices

Identifying and addressing issues in existing 
regulatory systems – including advising on a 
process, priorities and scope for inquiries into 

regulation of specific sectors

Building a better shared central picture of 
performance and costs - including options to improve 

understanding of regulatory impacts on stakeholders 
(including ensuring alignments between the proposed 

Rural Regulation Review Panel and the RIA system)

Introducing or augmenting tools and structures to 
support an increased focus on regulatory quality –

including considering the scope, form and structure of an 
enhanced regulatory oversight agency and advising on a 

Regulatory Standards Act

• A key consideration in each of these areas is how to balance the benefits of greater centralisation with the need to maintain

departmental capability and accountability for good regulatory management and stewardship of individual regulatory systems. 

• How you wish to strike this balance will inform decisions on the types of functions a new regulatory agency could undertake.
7
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Next Steps
• We can provide you with more detailed advice on how to progress 

the Government’s priorities for improving the quality of regulation.

• We also propose to provide you with advice on:

• how New Zealand’s international commitments on good regulatory 
practice and Cabinet’s impact analysis requirements might apply to 
regulatory proposals in the 100-day action plan. 

• bringing into force a new Cabinet Office circular on RIA requirements 
and implementation of the changes.  

• a required report-back to Cabinet on the proposed details of 
minimum common requirements for agencies to provide advance 
public notice of planned regulatory changes and periodic reviews. 

8
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Annex 1:Other key agencies

The Parliamentary Council Office (PCO)

• Delivers legislation for, and supports 

informed legislative decision making by, the 

Government.

• Provides trusted and central access to 

primary and secondary legislation through 

the NZ Legislation Website.

• Leads improvements to the quality of and 

access to legislation, including for legislation 

not drafted and published by the POC.

• Provides secretariat and advisory support for 

the Legislation Design and Advisory 

Committee and the Legislation Guidelines.

The Ministry of Business, Innovation, 
and Employment (MBIE)The Ministry of Justice (MOJ)

• Has general policy responsibility for 

promoting the rule of law and upholding the 

legitimacy of New Zealand’s constitutional 

arrangements

• Advises, and may also provide quality 

assurance, on legislative proposals 

impacting on human rights, offences and 

penalties, and courts and tribunals.

• Has a leadership roles on the business impact 

of regulation and for promoting international 

regulatory co-operation.

• Shares with Treasury the responsibility for 

representing NZ in international policy fora, 

and for co-ordinating contributions to 

international benchmarking studies of 

regulatory quality and good regulatory 

practices.

• Hosts, and is the key funder of the cross 

government regulatory practice initiative (G-

REG).

Other agencies with lead responsibilities in relation to the Regulatory Management System are:

9
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